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The elementary school principal of today is faced 
with two gigantic jobs. The first of these is supervising 
a group of teachers in instructional methods. The second 
job is handling the details Which arise in directing a 
building full of children and teachers. This dual job re-
quires a great deal of supervisory and administrative skill 
and could not be acc~plished without meetings of the 
personnel involved. one of the most widely-used methods of 
supervising a teaching faculty is the group meeting. It is 
questioned by many authorities in the field Whether group 
meetings are needed in handling administrative detail. 
Because this is done, however, one of the problems, the 
elementary school principal has found that hinders the 
•, 
effectiveness of the teachers' meeting, is the apathy with 
which teachers regard meetings. This problem is due, partly 
at least, to the methods and procedures which are used 
by the elementary school principal in conducting the staff 
meeting, and the topics discussed at these meetings. Many 
authors have written about this problem. Jacobson and 
Reavd.s refer to it when they say: 
one reason why general meetings are held in low 
esteem is that the principal tends to use the meeting 
for dealing with administrative routine which could 
more satisfactorily have been placed in a bulletin 
rather than read or recounted to the entire faculty. 
2 
Administrative meetings are necessary infrequently, 
and few teachers will object to them if the remain2ng 
meetings deal with problems Which bear specifically on 
instruction.l 
It is the purpose of this study (1) to review the 
methods and procedures Which are recommended for conducting 
teachers• meetings; and (2) to report the findings of a 
survey made of the supervising elementary school principals 
of the state of New Hanpshire. This survey was concerned 
with the methods and procedures used by the supervising 
principals of New Hampshire when conducting teachersi 
meetings. 
In today's modern elementary school there is hardly 
a week that goes by in which there is not some kind of an 
educational meeting for the teachers to attend. Many of 
thes·e meetings, which must be attended, are faculty meetings 
of a particular school. Most of these meetings.are not 
looked upon with any great favor. Many teachers look upon 
them as a time-consuming activity and feel that the time 
could be used to better advantage. 
Educational writers of the present era put forth tl~ 
idea that elementary sChool principals are responsible for 
the failure or success of the teaChers' meetings in their 
1 Jacobson, Paul B., and William C. Keav~s, Duties of 
School Principals (New York: Prentice - all, Inc., 1941);-
p. 527. 
3 
schools. The authors claim that it is the type of leadership 
offered by the principal which decides the success of his 
school's staff meetings. 
Spain, Drummond, and Goodlad put the blame on the 
principal by saying in their book, Educational LeadetshiR 
and~ Elementary School Principal, "One of the most: prom-
ising ways of stimulating interest in group study is to 
make staff meetings professional and interesting. Many 
teachers regard staff meetings as almost a total waste of 
time."2 It is up to the principal to provide the leadership 
in the school which will produce "professional and interesting" 
staff meetings. If the principal is to use group meetings 
as a means of supervision, they must be well plAnned, 
democratic, and deal with topics of value to the teacher. 
Briggs succintly points out the principal's responsibility 
for teachers' meetings in the following paragraph: 
For the success of group meetings of teachers the 
principal is primarily and ultimately responsibl~, 
though teachers should develop so that they increasingly 
share in this responsibility. Teachers' meetings 
probably reveal more concerning a principal's educational 
competence and effectiveness than any other single 
activity. It is in them that one may learn what philo-
sophy of education he has and is endeavoring to popu-
larize with the teachers; it is there that one may get 
2 . - . Spain, Ch.Rrles R., Harold D. Drummond, and John I. 
Goodlad, Educational Leadership ~ ~ Elementary School 
Principal (New York; Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1956), p. 83. 
4 
evidence of a comprehensive program for the school, 
parts of which are discussed as contributing to the 
whole; it is there that one may discover the success of 
a campaign to improve the professional attitude of the 
faculty growing toward increased participation in 
efforts to improve themselves so that they can contrib-
ute more to the community by better education of its 
boys and girls; it is there that one may hear reports 
of efforts with impersonal evaluations and planning for 
improvement; and it is there that one sees most clearly 
evidenees of educational leadership.3 
It has been shown quite conclusively many times that 
teachers are willing to give up their time for faculty 
meetings when they prove worthwhile. Teachers have WTitten 
articles which have appeared in national magazines that tell 
how they have helped to overcome the boredom of traditional 
staff meetings. One such article was written by Margaret 
E. Mann and titled, "Faculty Meetings - Dead or Alive".4 
She reports the steps that were taken to vitalize the 
faculty meetings after describing them as follows: "Our 
former faculty meeting has been traditional, with book 
reviews, lectures, panel discussions, an occasional community 
field trip, and statistical reports."5 
Margaret Mann reports the teachers' attitude: 
While many teachers lament the time faculty meetings 
3Briggs, Thomas H.,> Improvinf Instruction, (New York; 
The Macmillan Company, 1938), p. 46 -1•62. 
4 Margaret E. Mann, "Faculty Meetings - Dead or Alive," 
Clearing House, 30:157-8, November, 1955. 
5Ibid., p. 157. 
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take, we believe that without exception all would be 
willing and eager to give that extra time provided the 
meetings were practical and would help to make the 
operation of the school more effective.6 
Leonard L. Lasnick supports the view of the previous 
author: 
Teachers want to participate in the evalUation and 
planning of school problems as they relate to the 
improvements of instruction. ~lb.en their :ideas are 
accepted and nurtured by the staff and the administrators, 
faculty meetings will have new significance·and stature.7 
Lasnick also puts the blame for the failure of 
teachers• meetings onto the administrators: 
The reasons for dissatisfaction are many. P~gh in 
priority is the idea that staff meetings are not pro-
ductive in any sense of accomplishment. If· anything is 
accomplished, it·is in terms of strengthening adminis-
trative ego. If anyone has participated in the meeting 
it has been the administrator following a rigid agenda, 
a time schedule, and a compulsion that he must tell the 
group What it is all about.8 
It is evident that authorities on educational admin-
istration, and classroom teachers agree it is the adminis-
trator's responsibility to guide teachers' meetings into a 
productive, worthwhile activity. It is the writer's desire 
to point out the ways of doing this Which are aeceptable to 
both the professional administrator and the classroom 
6Ibid., p. 157. 
7Lasnick, Leonard L. "Faculty Meetings Can Be Better," 
California Teacher Association Journal, 55:16, April, 1959. 
8 Ib" · 16 J.d.., p. • 
6 
teacher. The writer also hopes to show, in some measure, 
to ~mat extent some of these methods and procedures are 
being used by the supervising elementary principals in the 
state of New lli1mpshire. This will be accomplished by 
reporting the evidence received from a survey of that group. 
CH\PTER II 
P~VIEW OF Tl~ LITERATURE 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In today's elementary schools many means of super-
vision and communication are used. One of these ways is by 
having meetings of the teaching staff. These meetings may 
be of the total staff or small groups. Briggs states: 
Having decided on the purposes of supervision and 
selected the problems to which he plans to give special 
attention during the year, the principal will need to 
consider the means he can use. The most important of 
them all is the series of meetings of teachers, either 
the entire faculty or groups homogeneous with respect to 
interests, needs and advancement in professional growth.l 
The importance of teachers' meetings is expressed by 
Cubberley, "With educational work changing and expanding as 
it is with us the teachers• meeting is a necessary feature 
in the administration of a school or a school system ••• "2 
Mann emphasizes the necessity of a principal h~lding teachers' 
meetings: 
Most school plants cost t.he taxpayers millions of 
dollars to construct and a large percentage of that 
amount to maintain and operate annually. Too, the 
product that is lllOlded in that "plant" must be turned out 
as nearly perfect as its native materials will permit. 
It must not only compete with the products of other "plants" 
but it must b~ able to ca~; on and improve our most 
lTh . . I . (N Y k omas H. Br~ggs, Improv~ng nstruct~on r ew or : 
The Macmillan Company, 1938), p. l73 
2Ellwood P. ~bberl~y, ~Principal and ~School 
\.Boston: Houghton lvlifflin Company, l923), p.-si'3. 
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valuable asset--our democratic way of life. Hence it is 
imperative that schools should be run efficiently. Who-
ever neard of a business being conducted withQUt directors' 
meetings and staff conferel'tees? Why,· then, should a 
principal of any school consider operating this expensive 
and valuable industry without faculty consultations?3 
Briggs mentions this about group meetings: 
It is in grotip meetings that the ground work is done 
for constructive work on the curriculum and methods of 
teaching. Great benefits can be derived from committees 
that consider special problems and report to the faculty 
their recommendations with supporting reasons.4 
Wiles, in reporting on the importance of teachers• 
meetings says: 
They are described as opportunities for··eooperative 
thinking, for staff planning, for the presentation of 
stimulating talks by resource people, for getting to 
know the total school, for interchange of ideas~-all of 
which result in growth for the staff member.5 
Davies and Herrold give the following reasons why 
staff meetings count: 
1. They let you see yourselves as a team. 
2. They can provide for economical commUnication of 
information 
3. They can help build staff morale. . 
4. They can help greatly in the professional. develop-
ment of the staff. 
5. They can help to develop leadership. 
6. They can provide for speeding the exchange of ideas 
and for stimulating invention. 
3Margaret E. Mann, "Faculty Meetings--Dead or Aliveu, 
Clearing House, 30:57-8, November, 1955. 
4Briggs, .2E.• cit., p. 174.; 
5Kimball Wiles, Supervision !2£ Better Schools {New 
York; Prentice-Hall, Inc., l955)~ p. lSI. 
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7. They can help to develop agreement on common goals 
and help to keep them in view. 
8. They can he,lp to strengthen and reinforce the best 
in individuals.6 
"The group conference," Jacobson and Reavis claim, 
"offers one way in which supervision can be improved mater-
ially if the group conference deals with topics which aim 
to improve instruction and in which teachers are interested."? 
Many schools do not have successful teachers' meetings 
programs. Wiles feels: 
Most teachers rate faculty meetings very low·as 
places for securing ideas about better teaching. Most 
teachers feel that they do not have any part in·setting 
up faculty meetings, that the meetings belong tQ an 
administration th~t is imposing on their time.a 
Cubberley claims: 
••• in many schools the teachers• meetings are the 
most disliked of all school duties. The additional hour 
or more added to the working day, the lack of any vital 
impart of what is frequently presented, a~ their usual 
unprofitable character are sufficient explanations for 
the very prevalent attitude. The principal who can get 
along with the fewest teachers' meetings, and who can 
make the ones he does hold short, usually is most 
approved of by the teachers.9 . ·. 
The reasons for this type of attitude in teaehers 
6Daniel R. Davies and Kenneth F. Herrold, Make Your 
Staff Meetings Count (New London, Connecticut: ·Arthur-c:-
Croft PUblications, l954), p. 17, 18, 21, 22, 24. 
7Paul Jacobson and ~villiam c. Reavis, Duties of School 
Principals <.New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1941), p. 526. 
Bwiles, !££· cit. 
9Cubberley, 1.2.£• cit. 
10 
toward teachers' meetings are reported by Cubberley: 
Called at the fag end of the day, when tired nervous 
systems are demanding rest and relaxation, seldom be-
ginning on time, lacking in plan or inspiration, 
unnecessarily protra~ted, the discussion often monopo-
lized by a few, and usually getting nowhere, it is not 
surprising that teachers begrudge the time they,take, and 
look upon them as an unnecessary waste of energy.lO 
Jacobson and Reavis write: 
No doubt the main reason why teachers have been luke-
warm to general meetings is because the meetings frequent-
ly do not deal with problems which they recognize as 
important. If a committee of teachers, representative of 
every department or grade in the schools is appointed to 
plan a series of meetings, and if the meetings are re-
lated to a supervisory program which the teachers have 
helped to plan and in which they are vitally interested, 
and finally if the teachers participate in the meetings, 
either as the speakers or in the discussion which follows, 
there should be little concern over teacher interest.ll 
Plutte satirized this type of meeting in his·article, 
"Please Come To Order". He portrayed a principal who spends 
most of the time in faculty meetings forcing faculty decisions 
and counting sheets of paper. This is how his_meeting went: 
H'mmm~ I've been keeping a few statistics--you know 
that statistics are the lifeblood of the school--and I 
find that our composition paper usage averaged nine and 
three-fourths sheets per student for the w~ek·b~fore last. 
Or was it last week? Well, anyway, that figure·is quite 
high when I compared it to my study of la,st yea~. H'mmm., 
here it is: Last year, I believe it was, the paPer con-
sumption figure was eight ~nd five:sixths sheets per . 
student for a week. Now, 1f you f1gure out the cost 1n-
crease this year, over last, and multiply that by the 
lOCubberley, .!£.£• £.!.!•, p. 514. 
llJacobson and Reavis, 22• ~., p. 527. 
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thirtr-six school weeks, you will find we are·spending 
$1.512 more per class (or is it grade?). Well, either 
classification indicates increased consumption. Here 
is an important item on my agenda. Will you-all please 
make this change on your cafeteria menus. Next Tuesday 
we will substitute broccoli for spinach that is listed. 
Be certain the youngsters know about this as the head 
cook informs me that children buy more lunches when 
broccoli is the vegetable.l2 
Wiles says: 
As a result of t~acher resistance, the usualpractice 
is for the administration to_announce a policy of one 
faculty meeting a month, with a definite amount of time 
set for the meeting, or to promise teachers at the be-
ginning of the year that faculty meetings will be held 
to a minimum. Teachers have come to expect nothing from 
faculty meetings and ~rait impatiently for the meetings 
to end.l3 
Briggs and Justman state: 
Teachers' meetings are little more than routine 
gatherings concerned with the exchange of educational 
news unless they are inspired by the recognition of a 
definite purpose and form part of a broader pattern of 
meaningful activity. Few teachers have failed to notice 
the difference in the spirit and accomplishment of a 
staff meeting constituting an integral feature of an ed-
ucational program and one which is held merely to fulfill 
the demands of the school calendar.14 
Wiles puts the responsibility onto the educational 
leaders: "Persons in official leadership must examine faculty 
meetings carefully. They must ascertain ~Jhy a dev~ce that 
12william.Plutte, "Please Come To Order", Clearing 
House, 30:271-2, January, 1956. 
13~iles, op. cit., p. 102 .. 
-·-
14Thomas H. Briggs and Joseph Justman, Improvi~ 
Instruction through Su:ee.rvision (New York: The Macm.J..llan 
Company, l952), p. 212. 
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gives such high promise has yielded such poor results."•15 
Cubberley strengthens this view when he writes: 
If a principal finds that a majority of his teachers 
have concluded that his teachers• meetings are uninter-
esting and unprofitable, he should seriously examine 
himself to see if he is not to blame. After all, a 
principal stands in much the same relation Lto '•his teach-
ers that the teachers do to the children. When 'the work 
presented to the childre~ fails to make an appeal the 
principal places the responsibili~y on the teacher or the 
course of study, rather than onthe children. Do not 
the same principles apply to the teachers' meetings? 
That these meetings can be made a potent force in 
awal~ening and stimulating professional interest has been 
demonstrated too often to be gainsaid.l6 , , ~ 
Today's teacher wants and should have some say in the 
planning of the school program and the agenda for teachers' 
meetings. The days of the domineering principal have passed 
with the advent of a new philosophy. "This new philosophy 
labeled 'democratic' or 'participative', calls for everybody 
to get into the act of making the decisions and running the 
enterprise."17 Davies suggests sever~l reasons why'this 
philosophy has evolved. The increased educational level of 
our people generally, the higher technical qualifications of 
young people entering the teaching profession, the growth in 
size and complexity of organizations which calis for manage-
l~wiles, £2• cit., p. 182. 
16Cubberley, £E• ~., p. 516-17. 
17Davies and Herrold, ~· cit., p. 10. 
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ment by committee, and the body of evidence built up by 
colleges and universities, showing the participative approach 
answers the problems of getting people to carry out policies 
and decisions. 
Gauerke outlines the ramifications of this approach: 
As staff meetings begin to shift from the principal-
dominated to the teacher-planned type, certain relation-
ships develop which may heighten professional interest 
of the teachers. Working together closely brings into 
focus some kinds of problems that would otherwise not 
be obvious. Individual drives, desires, and opinions 
come more clearly into view and play a part in decisions 
made about school affairs.l8 
Bucher and Hostetter state: 
The values accuring from a democratically planned 
program are real. Individual staff members are given 
an opportunity to assume the leadership role and the 
status leader learns to become a member of the group. 
The leadership role is·· passed from person to person as 
the field of interest changes. Each person finds some-
thing of importance to do. There is excellent rapport 
between teachers and between teachers and principal. 
Teachers learn to know one another as individuals and to 
recognize the special talents each has to use for group 
betterment. The faculty meetings are improved because 
of the sincere efforts of each member.l9 
Lasnick furthur strengthens the democratic point of 
view with group planning when he says : 
lBwarren E. Gauerke, Legal and Ethical Responsibilities, 
of School Personnel (EnglewoOd dii!rS, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1959), p. 190. 
l9caleb Bucher and Elsie Hostetter, "Effective Staff 
Meetings", reported from Milton J. Brecht School, Instructor 
68:93, January, 1959. 
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Teachers and administrators who believe in the 
strengths of group work and its democratic outgrowths 
will become the key people in the total improvement 
process. Each member on the staff is responsible in one 
way or another for the improvement of the staff as a 
group. Each has a stake in tenns of tlocusing attention 
on each teacher's and administrator's role in in-
service growth so that each child in the school may be 
challenged to his highest ability. If staff meetings 
concerned with problems--r~al problems--teacher problems--
ultimately become the center of school discussions, the 
improvement of the instructional program in tenns of 
effort, time and money will result in increased challenge 
to children.20 
In order to use participative techniques in planning 
teachers' meetings Kyte suggests the following two-step 
procedure: "(1) the initial planning by the principal, and 
(2) the co-operative planning by the teachers and principal. 
Sometimes the initial planning may be delegated to a teacher 
or a group of teachers."21 Wiles supports this participative 
planning: 
The faculty meetings must be centered on something 
that the teachers consider·important. As long as 
official leadership alone decides what the program of 
the faculty meetings will be, the topics chosen will be 
considered unimportant by the teachers.22 
Through cooperative planning an agenda should be made · 
for every staff meeting. 
20Leonard L. Lasnick, "Faculty Meetings Can Be Better", 
California Teacher Association Journal, 55:16-7, April, 1959. 
21George c. Kyte, The Principal _!! ~ (Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1952), p. 290. 
22wiles, op. cit., p. 182-83. 
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It should be a listing of items to be considered and 
it should be made available to the staff prior to the 
time of the meeting. In this way each member of the 
staff has an opportunity to be prepared to discuss and 
make decisions on any of the agenda items.23 
Wiles puts these stipulations on the development of 
an agenda: 
The agenda fo~ a faculty meeting should be developed 
by the total staff, with each member on an equal basis 
offering any 'problem that he feels is important, Accept-
ance of this principle means that the official leader 
does not have the right to put the items he considers 
important at the top of the list and, if there is time, 
allow discussion of other items. It means that the 
official leader wants his items to receive the same treat-
ment given to items turned in by other members of the 
staff. Unless the faculty has this assurance, the meet-
ings still belong to the administration and are the 
official leader's responsibility ••• The total faculty 
should be free to change the order of items on the 
agenda at the beginning of a meeting. Something may 
have happened that makes it important to oonsider first 
an item that is far down on the agenda.24 
The scheduling of teachers' meetings is presented in 
almost as many forms as there are writers on the subject. 
Some pre£er before-school meetings, some after-school meet-
ings, s~ne noon-hour meetings, some free-period meetings, 
and some Saturday meetings. Wiles succinctly summarizes how 
faculty meetings should be planned: 
The scheduling of faculty meetings should be worked 
out in a framework that includes the assumption that 
faculty planning and policy formation are a part of the 
23wiles, op. cit, p. 182-83. 
24wiles, ££• £!!., p. 183-84. 
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job and that gives the faculty a major portion of the 
decision as to the specific time for mee~ings.25 
Authorities are in agreement that the room used for 
teachers • meet_ings should be comfortable and conducive to 
good thinking. Such things as lighting, ventilation, com-
fortable seating, and room temperature should be cared for 
for teachers as much as for children. 
In order to break into groups for work, Davies and 
Herrold say: 
Try to pick a room that has movable furniture. This 
provides for a wide variety of functional organizations 
and participation. Fasten-down seats in rows may be fine 
for a lecture, but they are deadly when participation is 
wanted. If the room size and shape permit, arrange the 
seating in circles or ovals for bett~r participation.26 
Wiles also suggests movable furniture. on seating 
arrangements he writes: 
one definite recommendation is that in arranging for 
a meeting no memb~rs of the staff should be isolated, 
either the discussion leader or any other member of the 
faculty. The physical arrangement of the furniture 
should suggest unity without setting apart any member 
of the group.27 
In conducting a teachers• meeting audio-visual aids 
should be considered. Davies and Herrold recommend their 
25wiles, ~· cit., p. 186. 
26Davies and Herrold, £2• cit., p. 29 
27Wiles, £2• cit., p. 188. 
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use highly: 
Provide for the use af audio-visual aids. They need 
not be complex. . Sometimes even the presence of a port-
able chalk board and chalk adds the necessary gloss. Or 
arrange to have a bulletin board on hand.- Don't wait 
till they are asked for; have them ready. Don't be afraid 
of projectors either.28 
The job of leading a te~chers• meeting must be done 
with oo nsiderable skill. Democratic methods must be used 
to uphold the participative foundations which have been laid. 
'fhe techniques a leader should use, or the jobs which are 
his responsibility are reported by Lasnick: 
The first role of the leader-teacher or principal 
should be to help create an atmosphere which is business-
like and friendly. This leader should encourage all 
group members to comment and participate in the study of 
the problem from the start of the meeting. Each member's 
contributions should be accepted as worthy of consider-
ation by the group. When this climate exists, the staff 
as a whole--through individual participation helps to 
solve problems. 
A second role of the leader would be to direct the 
flow of discussion so that clarity may result. 
A third role of the leader would be to keep the staff 
on the topic. Comments and questions should be developed 
so that the issue or problems are moved toward the 
solving stage rather than permitting confusion to set in. 
The fourth role concerns itself with summarY. Here 
the leader can exert his greatest influence.29 
Wiles adds three other jobs to the responsibilities 
of the leader. One is to clarify questions of an abstract 
or unwieldly nature. The second job is to keep order in 
28navies and Herrold, loc. cit. 
--
29Lasnick, 2£· cit., p. 17. 
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the discussion, such as when several people try to speak at 
once. The third job is to watch all members of the dis-
cussion group to detect the glance that indicates someone 
has a contribution,· or to note some signs of restlessness. 
Lasnick ably states the job of the·group leader in 
summarizing the group's work and the importance of it: 
Before the meeting ends, the group should be able to 
see the results of its time and effort. The staff should 
see the next steps ahead in terms of furthur staff growth 
and improvement. Not only the leader, 'but• the part-
icipant, too, has a responsibility toward the group's 
work.30 
Wiles clarifies the job of the participant by saying: 
As a metn.ber of the group each person has, along with 
the discussion leader, a responsibility for the direction 
and speed of the meeting. He'must not assume a passive 
role. He must take action to change procedures when he 
thinks satisfactory progress is not being made. He must 
request clarification when it is needed. He may summarize 
and state what he believes the next steps should be. 
He may ask that certain persons be recognized. In short, 
he may assume any of the functions of the discussion 
leader for a short time, but always with the understanding 
that he is attempting to assist the discussion leader to 
coordinate and move the group forward.31 
Have teachers been willing to participate in the plan-
ning of teachers' meetings? Do they create more interest in 
them when they help plan them? Are teachers' meetings con-
tributing more to the betterment of education when democratic 
30Lasnick, loc. cit. 
3lwiles, 2£• cit., p. 195. 
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or participative methods are used? There is much written 
evidence which proves tre answer to these questions is yes. 
Hargaret Mann reports how these methods were used in 
her school with much success: 
Our former faculty meeting program has been tradit-
ional, with book reviews, lectures, panel discussions, 
and occasional community field trip and statistical 
reports. Re~ently we concluded that we should try same-
thing different for the present school year. We have 
selected five areas that seem to have the most pressing 
ne:?.d for changes. These problems will be treated as if 
they were problems in a large business and our faculty 
meetings will become staff meetings. Committees have 
been appointed to investigate the weaknesses in each of 
these five areas and to undertake rese2rch on how the 
problems are treated in other school systems. After 
arriving at conclusions and drawing up a proposed plan 
for changes, a committee will report that plan to the 
faculty and provide for the staff discussion about it. 
Later the committee will prepare a final report, in-
corporating the approved suggestions gleaned from the 
general discussion. It also will suggest a method for 
the adoption and motivation of the plan and will file 
the report with the proper school administrators.32 
Loose shows how the faculty, of which she is a member, 
used the participative approach in studying an evaluative 
criteria sent out by an accrediting agency. They divided 
into study groups and gave many.people a chance at being a 
leader: 
Our over all appraisal of this preparation experience 
recognized each faculty member•s contribution to the 
whole project. Some members contributed more, others 
less, depending quite often upon their ego satisf§ction 
need, their status in the group, and their feeling for 
32Mann, !2£. cit. 
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the importance of the problem. Regardless of the degree 
to which members contributed, the result was better 
understanding of the total situation by each individual 
member. 
other outcomes indude a more objective view of each 
individual's special field, better rapport in staff 
interpersonal relations, a sense of satisfaction and 
pride in the knowledge of revealed strengths, a sense 
of greater responsibility and determination to overcome 
evident weaknesses, a sense of security that c9mes with 
advance preparation, and an increased loyalty to our 
principal for his outstanding democratic leadership.33 
Florence E. Loose, uDynamizing Staff Neetings", 





Teacher load seems to be increasing with the passing 
of every school year. A contributing factor to the increase 
is the amount of meetings of all kinds which require a 
teacher's attendance. Of these meetings perhaps the school 
faculty meetings are the most importa,nt and yet teachers 
constantly complain about having to attend them. 
The writer felt several reasons were the cause of the 
. 
apathy which teachers had toward faculty meetings. First, 
it was felt that problems which concerned teachers were not 
discussed at these meetings. Second, that teachers had no 
real part in planning the meetings or the agenda for the 
meetings. Third, that teachers' meetings were conducted 
in ways that did not stimulate the teachers. 
With these thoughts in mind the writer decided to 
make an inquiry into the status of teachers' meetings in 
New Bk~pshire. The study deals with the faculty meetings 
conducted in schools which are fortunate enough to have a 
full-time supervising principal. The study was concerned 
with meetings held since the opening day of school in 
September. It was felt that teachers' meetings conducted 
in schools under teaching principals would be held infre-
quently or not at all and would not be a true picture. 
In order to obtain the infonnation necessary to . 
make conclusions about the status of teachers• meetings in 
New P~pshire, it was decided to use the questionnaire 
method of inquiry. The questionnaire would be sent to all 
of the supervising principals· in the state. In-this.study 
a supervising principal l-tas considered to be a person who 
spent 100 per cent of his time iri supervision and adminis-
tration. 
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Upon review of the literature about teachers' meetings 
several aspects of the topic were chosen9 around which questions 
would be formulated. 
Part I of the questionnaire was concerned with the 
local situati'on for each principal. It covered such items 
as the number of meetings held and plans for the futrire, 
length of meetings and what was taken up, the general attitude 
of teachers, and the difficulties found in scheduling faculty 
meetings. 
In Part II of the questionnaire the questions were 
constructed to obtain some idea of how the meetings were 
planned and organized. This does not mean leadership 
activities in handling the group, but what kind of surround-
ings the meeting was conducted in and what preparations had 
been made to make the meeting place comfortable. 
Part III was developed to get some idea of the leader-
ship activities of the principal 't¥hich would make the 
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meetings of more value to the teachers. The leadership 
activities referred to were those which the principal used 
during the meeting in leading the discussion. 
In preparing the questions for the first draft of 
Part I, it was felt necessary to obtain information which 
was specific to the teachers' meetings held by each super-
vising principal. The questions dealt with such facts as: 
1. The number on the faculty 
2. The frequency of meetings 
3. The number of meetings held the first half' of the 
year 
4. The number of meetings planned for the second 
half of the year 
5. The length of the meetings 
6. The general attitude of the faculty toward 
teachers' meetings 
7. Reasons for difficulty in scheduling teachers' 
meetings 
8. The topics taken up at teachers' meetings 
In preparation of Part II and Part III, the writer 
went to the literature to see if there were lists of 
suggested plans that should be made for an effective meeting 
and lists of suggested methods of conducting a teachers' 
meeting. Such a list was found in the book Supervision 
for Better Schools, written by Kimball Wiles. Chapter 9 
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in Wiles' book is entitled "How Can Staff }\ofeetings Be Made 
Effective?", and is followed by a sel~~evaluation check list 
for the supervisor.l This list was utilized as the basis 
for Part II and Part III. 
Questions one through twelve of Wiles' check list 
dealt with the planning and organizing of the teachers' 
meeting. These were utilized as the basis for Part II. 
Question thirteen in Wiles' cheek list was concerned 
with the techniques used by the supervisor as a discussion 
leader when conducting teachers' meetings. The several 
parts of this question were used as the basis for Part III. 
With this beginning tre questionnaire was written 
in its first form and presented to the Seminar in Adminis-
tration and Supervision at Boston University, under the 
direction of Dr. W. Linwood Chase. Each member of the 
seminar took a copy of the instrument and criticized it for 
form, organization, and clarity of wording. ~~ny suggestions 
were given in all of the above categories which aided greatly 
in arriving at the final form of the instrument. 
The final form of the questionnaire was put on three 
pages. This allowed more space for comments by the principals 
when they filled it out. Because the instrument might 
lwiles, Kimball, Supervision for Better Schools 
(second edition; New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19ss), 
p. 208-210. 
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seem long, statements of encourageme~t were put at the end 
of the first two pages. It was hoped that this might make 
the job more pleasing to undertake, with the result of 
better returns. 
In the state of New Hampshire there is no list 
published by the State Department of Education which'lists 
the principals who spend 100 per cent of their t~e in 
supervision and administration. It was necessary, therefore, 
to rely upon personal contact with persons who had state-wide 
contact with the schools of New Hampshire, to make up such 
a list. With the aid of these people a list of eighty-six 
names was produced. The writer knew the list could not be 
100 per cent accurate due to human error so it was felt 
necessary to state in a paragraph in the introductory letter 
that this was so. This paragraph asked, that if the list 
was faulty, and that a principal asked to fill out the 
questionnaire was a teaching principal, that he·-put a note 
on the instrument stating so. Five of the returned instru-
ments were marked as being filled out by teaching principals. 
The instruments were sent to the supervising principAls with 
a stamped, addressed envelope in which to return them. 
An analysis of the returns will be found in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHAPI'ER IV 
~\NALYSIS OF DATA 
This study is concerned with the teachers' meetings 
held by the supervising principals ·of New Hamt:s hire. The 
plans and provisions made for the teachers' meetings and the 
methods and procedures used in conducting the teachers' 
meetings were the primary concerns. 
Questionnaires were sent,to eighty-six principals in 
the State of New Hampshire as reported in Chapter III. 
"''ifty-four of the instruments were returned. Five of the 
instruments were made out by teaching principals. The data 
from these questionnaires were not reported in the analysis. 
Deleting the five instruments of the teaching prin-
cipals leaves eighty-one questionnaires sent to supervising 
principals and forty-nine instruments used in the analysis 
of data. This is a return of 60.49 per cent of the instru-
ments sent to the supervising principals of New Hampshire. 
The number of teachers supervised by the principals 
taking part in the study is shown in Table I, page 27. 
Thirty out of the forty-eight principals answering this 
question had a faculty of between eleven and twenty teachers. 
Fourteen principals reported faculties of ten or less. Sev-
eral supervising principals reported faculties of only seven 
teachers. The one principal reporting a faculty of more 
than thirty had fifty-two teachers, K-8, in three buildings. 
TABLE I 
NUMBEf( OF TEACHERS SUPERVISED BY 
FORTY-EIGHT PRINCIPALS 
' Size of Number of 
Faculty Principals 
' . 




- 20 30 
21 - 30 3 




In reporting the number of meetings held in a month, 
shown in Table II, page 28, the greatest number of principals 
(or 24) said that they held only one meeting. Sixteen 
principals stated that they held teachers' meetings twice 
a month. Five principals reported they held meetings only~ 
when needed with no definite plan. One principal did not 
answer the question. 
Table III, page 29, shows the number of meetings 
already held at the time the instrument was filled out, and 
the number of meeti~~s planned for the rest of the year. 
All of the principals haq held at least one meeting. one 
principal didn't plan any meetings and one principal planned 
TABLE II 
FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS HELD BY 
FORTY-EIGHT PRINCIPi\LS 
Number of Meetings' 
Fleld Per Month 
' 
' 
' One 24 
Two t 16 
Three 0 
Four 3 
vlhen Needed t 5 
' 
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one meeting for the remainder of the school year. Nineteen 
principals reported holding between one and five meetings 
the first half of the year. Nearly this same number (or 18) 
reported planning between one and five meetings. This 
follows closely the number of principals holding one meeting 
a month (16), as shown in Table II, page 28. Twenty prin-
cipals reported they had held from six to ten meetings, 
while fifteen planned between six to ten meetings for the 
rest of the year. This corresponds to the number of. prin-
cipals reporting they held two meetings a month (16), as 
shown in Table II',· page 28. There v1ere six principals who 
had held between eleven and fifteen meetings compared to the 
five principals planning that same number .. of meetings for the 
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rest of the year. The same number of principals (or 2) that 
had held from sixteen to twenty meetings planned to hold that 
many meetin~s during the remainder of the year. Three 
principals stated that they were uncertain of the number of 
meetings they would hold the last part of the year. Two 
principals did not state the number of meetings they had 
held so far, and five did not state the number of meetings 
planned fort he second half of the school year. 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF TEi:.CHERS' HEETINGS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 
1959-1960 AS RE!?ORTED BY THE PRINCIPALS 
Number of 
Heetings 
' Number of Principals'Number of Principals 
'"Holding Meetings From' Planning }ieetings for 







11 - 15 
' 16 - 20 
Uncertain 













In reporting the average length of their meetings, 
shown in Table IV, page 30, the largest number of principals 
(or 24) stated that the teachers' meetings in their schools 
usually lasted an hour. Fourteen of the principals reported 
their meetings lasted an hour and a half. Two extreme cases 
were reported. Teachers' meetings of two and a half hours 
held twice a month were reported by one principal, and 
meetings three hours in length, held once a month, were 
reported by another. 
TABLE IV 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF MEETIIDS HELD BY 
FORTY-NINE PRINCIPALS 
' Length of Neetings Number of 
in Hours Principals 
' 
' t hour 9 
1 hour 24 
li hours ' 14 
Nore than 2 hours 2 
' 
Table V, page 31, shows the attitude of the teachers 
toward the teachers' meetings as reported by the P.dncipals. 
Several of the reporting principals checked more than one 
attitude or stated they felt the attitude was between two of 
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the attitudes listed on the questionnaire. These were counted 
as checks in arriving at the figures recorded in the table. 
"Generally interested" was checked forty-two times by the 
principals as the attitude of their t.eachers. only two 
principals reported they felt their teachers had an enthus-
iastic attitude toward teachers' meetings. Eight principa~ 
reported that a tolerant attitude toward teachers' meetings 
was displayed by their teachers. 
TABLE V 
AT'fiTUlES OF TEACHERS TO\·lARD MEETINGS 


















Of the forty-nine principals reporting on the 
questionnaire, eighteen (or 38.57 per cent) stated that 
teachers' meetings were diffi~tlt to schedule. The number 
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reporting difficulty is shown in Table VI, page 32. Twenty-
seven of the principals reported no difficulty in scheduling 
meetin~s. Some difficulty was shown by one principal by 
answering both Yes and No on the instrument. Three principals 
dj_d net answer this question. 
T.t\BLE VI 
DIFFICULTY IN SCHEDULING TEACHEH.S' MEETINGS 
















The reasons why teachers' meetings are difficult to 
schedule for the 'eighteen principals reporting are listed 
in Table VII, par;e 33. Nearly 100 per cent (or 17) of the 
eighteen principals finding difficulty (Table VI, pe.ge 32) 
said one reason for difficultv in scheduling was because the 
meetings had to be held after school. Hm..;rever, only two 
- TABLE VII 
WHY TE.ACF.ERS ' MEETINGS 
ARE DIFFICULT TO SCHEDULE 
33 
' Reason 'Number of 
'Times G"hecked 
Meetings must come after school • • • • • • • • 17 
A crowded calendar. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
A long school day. . . . . . .. • • • • • • • • • 7 
Transportation problems. • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 
Extension courses • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Teachers' attitudes toward meetings. • • • • • • 2 
After-school activities. • . . • • • • • • • • • 2 
Teachers with family duties •• • • • • • • • • • 2 
Parent conferences ••••••• • • • • • • • • 1 
Hake-up 'tolOrk with children. • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Teacher appointments •••••••••••••• 1 
Early dismissal of some grades ••••••••• 1 
Flu ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Slippery roads. • • • • • - . • • • • • • • • 1 
Teachers part of college staff • • • • • • • • 1 
Poor planning of centr~l office • • • • • • • • l 
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principals reported released time was granted, Table IX, 
page 40. This sho1;-1S that either all attempts to obtain 
relegsed time were thw~rted by local school boards, or that 
no attempt to obtain it had been made. A long school day 
and ~ransportation problems were both checked seven times 
as reasons for difficulty of scheduling. Extension courses, 
as a reason, was checked four times. Teachers• attitudes 
toward meetings were mentioned by two principals as a reason 
for making teachers' meetings difficult to schedule. Ten 
principals reported a crowded schedule made it difficult for 
teachers to attend meetings. Many other individual problems 
't'lere listed and reported in Table VII, page 33. 
The topics discussed at teachers• meetings gives an 
observer a closer insight into the effectiveness of the 
meetings toward creating a better school. In order to find 
out what topics were discussed at the meetings condllcted by 
supervising principals participating in this study, a list 
of twenty-one topics was included in the instrument. Space 
was provided for others to be written in. The principals 
were asked to circle the three topics on which the most time 
had been spent, and to check the three topics on which no 
appreciable time had been spent. Hany principa_~s circled 
and checked more than the three asked for. The re$ults of 
this part of the instrument are reported in Table VIII, page 
36. Although no quality statements were asked for fram the 
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principals, it is hoped, by the writer, that progress was 
made and education in the school was advanced because a 
topic was discussed. 
Four topics emerged as the ones on which the most 
time had been spent in the teachers' meetings reported in 
this study. Curriculum was circled by thirty-seven principals, 
building procedures by twenty-four, and report cards and 
teachers' duties were both circled by eighteen principals. 
Out of these four, build:i. ng procedures and teachers' duties 
strike the investigator as being topics that could have been 
taken care of quickly in a teachers,' meeting near the begin-
ning of the school year, and handled through bulletins, 
individual conferences, or small group meetings during the 
remainder of the year. The curriculum and report cards 
appear to the v~iter as topics which are worthy of taking up 
most of the teachers' meeting time. 
Four 'other topics, which were listed on the instrument, 
and which the v~iter feels worthy of most of the teachers' 
meeting time, are audio-visual alds, grading papers, homework, 
and parent conferences. Audio-visual aids was circled five 
times, and parent conferences six times. Two worthy topics 
were added by individuals as topics on which most of the 
teachers' meeting time had been spent. These were grouping 
and testing, and were both listed by two principals. The 
six vital subjects listed (audio-visual aids, curriculum, 
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grading papers, homework, parent conferences and report cards) 
were also checked by many principals as being topics on which 
no appreciable time had been spent during the teachers' meet-
ings. Audio-visual aids was checked fifteen times, curriculum 
four times, grading papers ten times, homework ten times, 
parent conferences nine times., and report cards four times. 
TABLE VIII 
THE AMOUNT OF TTI,1E SPENT DISCUSSING TOPICS 
AS CHECKED BY FORTY-NINE PRINCIPALS 
' Topic Most Time 
' 
No Appreciable 
Spent Time Spent 
' 
Assembly programs • • • • • • • 2 24 Audio-visual aids . • • • • • • 5 15 
Building procedures • • • • • • 24 4 
Curriculum • .. • • • • • • • • • 37 4 
Discipline • • • • • • • • • • 8 4 Educational television. • • • • 1 0 
Extracurricula activities • • • 1 18 
Field trips . • • • • • • • • • 1 22 Grading papers. • • • • • • • • 3 10 Grouping. • • • • • • • • • • • 2 0 Homework. • • • • • • • • • • • 5 10 Hot lunch pr.ogram: • • • • • • • 4 25 Outside speakers. ~ • • • • • • 1 0 Parent conferences. • • • • • • 6 9 
Playground problems • • • • • • 7 8 
P.T.A. plans. • • • • • • • • • 3 23 Records • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 0 Report cards. • • • • • • • • • 18 4 Safety patrol • • • • • • • • • 5 22 
Salaries. 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
3 28 
School budget • • • • • • • • • 2 29 Teachers' duties. • • • • • • • 18 7 
Testing • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 0 
Transportation. • • • • • • • • 0 24 Use of libr::>.ry. • • • • • • • • 3 24 
·working conditions. .. • • • • • 2 15 
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Part II of the instrument sent to the supervising 
principals was conc.erned with the plans and provisions made 
by them for their teachers' meetings. This J.nformation is 
reported in Table IX, page 40. 
The plans and provisions listed on the questionnaire 
were those which were considered to be important and nec-
essary for a truly successful teachers' meeting. The prin-
cipals were to check Yes if they made the provisions, and No 
if they did not make the provision. They were also asked to 
circle the number of the plan or provision which they felt 
they would be able to improve upon in the future. 
Three answers were asked for on the instrument, but 
five columns were needed to renort the data. This was due 
to the fact that man¥. of the principals either did not 
answer the question, added a comment, or checked both ~ and 
No. The first condition was recorded as No Answer, and the 
last two conditions were recorded as With Exceptions. 
All but two of the items in Part II of the instrument 
received a majority of Yes responses, or twenty-five or more 
positive responses. The three provisions with the highest 
number of Yes answers were: have an agenda (42), face-to-face 
seating arrangement ~38), and focus meetings on improvements 
and problems (44). The two items that failed to receive a 
majority of Yes responses were: opportunity to revise agenda 
(23) and released time for faculty meetings (2). 
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An interesting comparison can be made of the four items 
which deal with the agenda of the teachers • meeting. Forty-
two of the reporting principals s aid that they had an agenda 
for their meetings. Thirty-one said they encouraged items 
for the agenda. Twenty-six stated they made the agenda 
available before the meeting. Twenty-three said that they 
gave the teachers an opportunity to revise the agenda. Five 
of the reporting principals said that they did not have an 
agenda for their meeti~s. Fourteen said that they did not 
encourage items for the agenda. Seventeen stated they did 
not make the agenda available before the meeting. Twenty-
one said that they did not give the teachers an opportunity 
to revise the agenda. 
The writer makes the following conclusions from these 
data: 1. The supervising principals make out an agenda for 
their meetings for their own use. 2. Many of the principals 
are reluctant to obtain suggestions from the teachers of 
topics to discuss at faculty meetings. 3. Usually the 
principals make no effort to give the teachers an opportunity 
to think through the topics to be discussed at the faculty 
meetings. 4. For the most part the principals are reluctant 
to allow the teachers an opportunity to revise the content of 
the meetings or the order of the business to be tijken up. 
The four questions discussed abpve were avoided a 




Although five principals stated they had no agenda, 
no one of them felt they could improve on this. Out of the 
fourteen "t·Jho did not encourage items for the agenda, four 
felt they could improve. With seventeen principals not 
making the agenda available before the meeting, five were 
willing to improve. Even though twenty-one principals did 
not give their faculty an opportunity to revise the agenda 
one principal believed ~provement was possible. 
Two of the supervising principals participating in 
the study reported they had been given released time for 
faculty meetings. Forty-three reported that they had not 
been given released time fo't' faculty meetings. This small 
number of affirmative answers can represent several conditions. 
First, the principals may not have presented the proposal to 
their school boards. Second, the principals may not have 
introduced the idea ·well with enough evidence for its nec-
essity to back it up. Third, it may just represent the New 
England thrift idea present in most of New Hampshire's school 
boards. Four of the participating principals did not answer 
the question, and one felt conditions were such that he might 
improve upon the situation. 
With eleven plans and provisions listed, and forty-
* 
nine principals reporting, there were five hundred thirty-
nine possible responses. Out of the total one hundred fifty-
seven responses were ~-~nswers, and forty-two responses were 
TABLE IX 
PLANS AND PROVISIONS MADE FOR TEACHERS 1 MEETINGS 
AS REFORTED BY FORTY-NINE PRINCIPALS 
• With No t 
40 
Could 
Plans and Provisions 'Yes 1 No 1 Exceptions 1Answer'Lmprove 
Have agenda . • • • . . • 
Encou;rage items for 
agenda. • • • • • • • • • 
}ake agenda available 
before meetings • • • • • 
Opportunity to revise 
agenda. • • • • • • • • • 
Released time for 
facult!'v meetings. • • • • 
Staff-established time 
for meetings. • • • • • • 
Provide time 1x> think 
problems through. • • • • 
Provide relaxation at 
staff meetings. .. • • • • 
Face-to-face seating 
arrangement. •• • • • • • 
Flexible arrangement 
for small groups. • • • • 
Focus meetings on improve-
ments and problems. 
Total Responses 
(539) 






. .42 5 0 2 0 
• 31 14 l 3 4 
• 
26 17 2 4 5 
• 
23 21 0 5 l 
• 
2 43 0 4 l 
• 
34 ll 0 4 3 
• 31 10 0 8 1 
• 
34 ll 2 2 0 
• 38 9 0 2 3 
• 30 15 0 4 3 
. 44 1 0 4 6 
335 157 5 42 27 
4~ 
avoided. This is a total of one hundred ninety-nine (or 
nearly two-fifths) of the responses which were negative. 
These negative responses represented plan,and provisions not 
made for the teachers • meeti~s conducted by the supervising 
principals of New l~pshire. It is particularly interesting 
to note that • there were only twenty-seven responses which 
represented one or more of the eleven plans and provisions 
which various principals felt they could improve upon. 
Part III of the instrument s ent to the supervising 
principals of New He.mpshire listed discussion techniques a 
discussion leader should use. Table X, page 42,shows the 
results of Part III. 
The participating principals were asked to check 
either Yes, No, or Not Required. As the discussion techniques 
listed in the questionnaire are considered important enough 
for every discussion leader to use them, an answer of Not 
Reguired is a way of saying No to the question, without fee~­
ing guilty about it. 
From the group of eleven discussion techniques, seven 
received a majority, or more than twenty-five, positive 
responses. The three techniqu~s which received the largest 
number of positive responses were: establish a free, permis-
sive informal atmosphere (42); clarify the issue under dis-
cussion ( 43); and get group to state areas of agreement ( 39)). 
The four techniques which fai~ed to receive a major-
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TABLE X 
DlSCUSSIOK TECHl~IQUES USED BY FORTY-NINE PRINCIPALS 
' 
' 'Not re- ' No ' Could 
Discussion Techniques Used ~Yes'No'quired 'Answer'Improve 
t t r r r 
t 
Establish a free, permissive 
informal atmosPhere. • • • • • 42 1* 
Clarify the issue under dis-
cussion. • • • • • • • • • • • 43 0 
Keep group on the issue. • • • 36 4 
Summarize from time to time. • 33 1 
Draw out less articulate 
members of the staff • • • • • 27 5 
Use statements of position to 
determine group agreement. • • 11 6 
Get group to state areas of 
agreement •••••••••• • 39 0 
Spend time getting more agree-
ment in areas in dispute • • • 10 17 
Record discussion flow to eval-
uate leadership techniques • • 8 20 
State cond usions reached and 
responsibilities accepted. • • 37 4 
Examine functions of partici-
pants in group discussion. • • 11 17 
Total Responses 297 75 
(5.39) 






































ity of positive responses were: use statements of position 
to detennine group agreement (11); spend time getting more 
agreement in areas in dispute (10); record discussion flow 
to evaluate leadership techniques (8); and examine functions 
of participant~(in group discussion {11). 
Using statements of pos,ition to determine group agree-
ment received onlv six No answers compared to its eleven Yes 
- . -
responses, but it received twenty-three checks stating that 
doing this was ~ Reauired. Of the four discussion techniques 
which did not receive a majority of positive responses, this 
technique is the only one which received more .responses stat-
ing that it was Not P~guired than it did No responses. 
Spending time getting more agreement in areas in dispute re-
ceived seventeen No responses and thirteen ~ Required re-
sponses. Recording discussion flow to evaluate leadership 
techniques received twenty ~ responses and thirteen Not 
Required responses. Examining functions of participants in 
group discussion received only thirteen ~ Required responses. 
Two of the techniques which received a majority of ~ 
responses also received more ~ Required responses than ~ 
responses. Summari2i. ng from time to time received thirty-
three Yes responses, one No response t and ten ~ Required 
- -
responses. Drawing out less articulate members of the staff 
received twenty-seven ~ responses, five ~ responses, and 
eleven Not Required responses. 
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A total of five hundred thirty-nine positive responses 
were possible from the forty-nine supervising principals 
reporting on the eleven discussion techniques listed on the 
instrument. Out of this number two hundred ninety-seven 
(or nearly three-fifths) ~ responses were recorded. 
Seventy-five definite No responses were recorded while one 
--...,. 
hundred one Not Required responses were found on the in-
struments of the principals in the study. The principals 
avoided reporting on the eleven discussion techniques a 
total of sixty-five times. 
With a total of two hundred forty-one (or nearly two-
fifths) negative responses in the ~' ~ Required, and No 
Answer columns, there were only twenty-four responses which 
indicated an improvement could be made. 
CHAPTER V 
St.n1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The value of teachers' meeting$ is· questioned ~by ma~ 
teachers. Authorities claim that teachers \vould not complain 
about teachers' meetings if they were planned and conducted 
properly. Their proper method of planning is to use a par-
ticipative approach and let the teachers help in making the 
plans. The authorities claim the proper method of conducting 
a teachers' meeting is the democratic method with the use of 
smD.ll groups. This study was made with the premise of re-
porting 'tvhat is being done in planning a.nd concucting teach-
ers' meetings held in New H2mpshire under the direction of 
full t~e supervising principals. 
In order to obtain the necessary data an instrument 
was constructed and sent to the supervising principals of 
New lhmps hire. 
The instrument contained three parts. Thefirst part 
attempted to gain an insight into the status of teachers' 
meeting-s conducted b~:' the principal. The number of meetings 
held a month, the number of meetings planned, attitudes of 
teachers, difficulty of scheduling meetings, and the topics 
discussed during the meetin::s were the investigator's oon-
cern. The s econd part of the instrument was constructed to 
find out What plans and provisions were made for the teach-
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ers' meetings by the principal. Questions which dealt with 
the agenda, establishing the time for meetin:::rs, seating 
arrangement and meeting su~roundings, utilization of small 
groups, and utilia ng s taff thinking and contributions were 
presented. The third part of the instrument dealt specifi-
cally with the techniques used by the principal as a dis-
cussion leader, the type of atmosphere created, getting in-
dividuals to participate, clarifying issues and getting agree-
ment, seeking group cooperation, evaluating himself, summar-
izing, and stating conclusions reached. 
Throughout the instrument sp.2ce was available for 
comments. The principals were encourage~ to make comments 
with such statements as "write any comments here". A sum-
mary of each instrument used in the study can be found in 
A?pendix B. These summaries include the comments which the 
principals wrote on the instrument. 
The principals to whom the questionnaires w ere sent 
are the supervising principals of New Hampshire mo spend 
100 per cent of their time in. supervision and administration. 
The list was made up by the investigator with the help of two 
people in a state-wide supervisory capacity. This was nec-
essary because of the lack of availability of such a list 
from the State Department of. Education. 
Eighty-one instrt:unents were sent to the supervising 
principals with a stamped addressee:. envelope for returning 
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the same. Forty-nine (or 60.49 per cent) of ti-e ,·:uestion-
naires were returned. No follow-up was used as it was felt 
the principals Hould be Hilling to a.nsv1er the questions more 
freely if they were certain of anonymity. 
The conclusions made based on the instruments re-
turned follow: 
1. A supervisin~ principal in ~ Hampshire usuqlly 
has between eleven and twenty teachers ~ his faculty. 
Thirty of the returned instruments indicated a faculty 
of this size. Fourteen principals reported faculties of ten 
or less. Four principals reported faculties of more than 
twenty. 
2. ~ 2f ~ orincioals hold teachers' meetings 
once a month. 
'1\renty-four of the reporting principals indicated 
they held meetings once a month. Ho': 1ever, sixteen principals 
said they held meeti~~s of their teachers twice a month. 
3. The average length of~ teachers' meetings is 
one hour. 
The one-hour length for a teachers' meeting was re-
ported by twenty-four of the forty-nine participating prin-
cipals. Hany principnls hold .meetings for an hour and a 
half. Fourteen princ~:.pals in(icnted meetings of this length. 
4. Teachers ~generally interested in teachers' 
meetings. 
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The principals were asked to check four different 
attitudes. These were: enthusiastic, generally interested, 
tolerant, and actively disliked. nGenerally interested" 
was checked forty-two times as the attitude the principals 
felt their teachers had tm..rard teachE:rs' meetings. Not one 
principal checked "actively disliked" as an attitude of their 
teachers. 
5. Little difficulty !! found ~ ~ majority £! 
principals~ scheduling teachers' meetin~s. 
Twenty-seven principals reported that teachers' meet-
ing;s \vere not difficult to schedule. Eighteen (or 38.57 per 
cent) of the forty-nine reporting principals said that they 
did find difficulty in scheduling teachers' meetings. '!'he 
four problems which caused these eighteen principals their 
scheduling difficulty were: meetings must come after school, 
a crowded school calenC:ar, a long school day, and trc.nspor-
tat:Lon problems. 
6. About half the tonics discussed ~ !!2!;, necessarily 
worthy of~ Teachers' meeting time. 
Twenty-one topics were listed on the instrument. 
The principals were asked to react to these in two ways. 
First, they ,;vere asked to circle the three on which their 
ten.chers' mee ttngs spent the most time, and second, they 
\vere asked to check the three 6n which their teachers' meet-
ings spent the least time. The topics were of two types: 
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topics on wh~h discussion would benefit education in the 
school and increase services to children; and topics which 
are administrative in nature and teacher-centered. The re-
turns on these two types of topics divided themselves nearly 
equally. The four topics which were indicated as the ones 
on which the most time was spent are representative of this 
fact. The four topics are: building procedures (reported 24 
times), curriculum (37), report cards (18), and teachers• 
du·;.:ies (18). Buildi. ng procedures and teachers 1 duties <.re-
ported a total of 42 times) are topics which appe.~·r to the 
writer to be better handled by a meeting at the beginning 
of the year, through bulletins, individuA.l con.ferences,.or 
small group meetlngs of the teachers who are particularly 
concerned. The curriculum and report cards (reported a total 
of 55 times) are topics which the writer feels are worthy 
of discussion at a teachers' meeting. 
7. ~ £f ~ supexvisinz princinals of ~ He.mpshire 
make proper plans ~ :rzrovisions !£! their teachers' meetings. 
All but two of the plans and provisions listed on the 
instrument received more tlian· a majority (or 25) positive 
responses from the forty-nine participating principals. Most 
of the principals do the following in planning their meetings 
and providing for a good meeting atllosphere:: 
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a. Have an agenda for each meeting. (L.~2)* 
b. Encourage all staff members to submit items for 
the agenda. (31)* 
c. 1-k~ke the agenda available to the staff before the 
meetings. (26 )* 
d. Ifuve the staff help in establishing aspecific time 
for the faculty meetings. (34)* 
e. Provide enough time in meetings for the group to 
think through problems. (31)* 
f. Provide opportunity for some relaxation time at the 
staff meetings. (34)* 
g. Hold meetings in informel surroundi:qz s with face-
to-face seating arrangement. (38)* 
h. Have a flexible furniture arrangement thot will 
permit meeting to breAk into small groups when 
desirable. (30)* 
i. Focus staff meetings on consideration of pro:!)osed 
improvements in the progr~ and persistent problems 
(L~4)* 
A majority of the priwipals are not willing to provide 
the teachers an opDort.unity to revise the agenda at the be-
ginning of the meeting. This item received twenty-three ~ 
responses. Seventeen principals stated they defini :~ely did 
*The number refers to the number of principals re-
porting they did this. 
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not allow· revision of the agenda. 
Only two principats out of the forty-nine reporting 
stated they had established a school day periodically, with 
released time, that provides time for fnculty meetings. 
8. ~ of !.b£. supervisi!}g principnls of New H::mpshire 
~ good discussion technigues. 
Seven of the eleven discussion techniques listed on 
the instrument received more than a majority or 25 positive 
responses from the forty-nine participating principals. Most 
of the principD.ls use the follo-vTing seven te.;i:niques vrhen 
leading a teachers' meeting: 
a. Establish a free, permissive, informal atmosphere. 
(42)* 
b. Clarify the issue under discussion. (43)* 
c. Keep the group on the issue. (36)* 
d. Summarize from time to time (33)* 
e. Drm·r out less articulate 'members of the staff. (27)* 
f. Get group to state are~s of agreement. (39)* 
g. State conclusions reached at the meeting and the 
agreemen>s as to responsibilities accepted. (37)* 
Four of the discussion techniques listed on the 
c:_uestionn·,ire did not receive a majority of Yes responses 
*The number refers to the number of principals that 
reported ·they did this. 
Boston University 
~chool of Education 
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from the principals. Host of the principals reported that 
they did not use them or that they were Not Reauired in their 
situation. "Usine statements of position as the basis for 
detenninine group agreement or disagreement'' -v1as used by 
eleven principals. Six did not do this, and t\venty-three 
felt th::t it 't·n=ts Not Reouired. "Spending major portion of 
time seeking ways of getting mo,re agreement in areas still 
in disput~" lvas used by ten princip.::.ls. Seventeen reported 
they did not do this, and thirteen felt it vms Not Required 
in their situation. "Having a record of discussion flow to 
use in evaluro.ting their leade:.. ship techniques" was used by 
eight principD.ls. It was not used by twenty principals, and 
thirteen said that it ~vas Not Reouired. "Spending the 
necessary time in examining with the staff the functions of 
participants in a group discussion" wo.s used b:u eleven prin-
cipals. Seventeen reported they did not use it, and thirteen 
felt it was ;,Tot Reauired. 
9. ~ of ~ supervising orincioals of New l!eP&hire 
feel little improvement ~ ~ ~ ~ their nlans ~ ~ 
visions for teachers' meetings~ !h£ discuGsion techniques 
thev use. 
--
In part II and Pnrt III of the instrument the principals 
'tvere asked to circle the number of any of the plans and 
provisions and discussion techniques which they thought wodld 
be easier to do in the future than had been true in the past. 
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In Part II, plans and provisions, the eleven items on 
the instrument were circled a tot,;•,l of tvJenty-seven times. 
There wns a possible total of five hundred thirty-nine re-
sponses, if each of the forty-n:ne principals reporting in 
the study had circled the number of each of the plans and 
provisions. Six princip2.ls felt improvement could be made 
on focusing staff meetings on consideration of proposed 
improvements in the program and persistent problems. This 
was the highest number of responses received by any of the 
eleven plans 2nd provisions. No, principal felt he could 
improve on havinB; ::;m agenda for eo.ch meeting, or providing 
an opportunity for some relaxation time at the staff meetings. 
In Part III, discussion techniques, the eleven items 
on the instrument were circled a total of twenty-four times 
out of the possible five hundred thirty-nine responses. The 
highest number of responseswas four. Three techni~ues; 
.(keeping the g roup on the issue, dra"tving out less ~rticulate 
members of the staff,·and spending the necessary time in 
examining ~·lith the staff the. funct:~ons of participants in a 
group discussion), received four responses. Clarifying the 
issue under discussion was the only technique upon which no 
nrincinal felt he could improve. ~ ~ 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study v1hich is concerned with the teachers' 
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meetin~s conducted by the supervising principals of the 
State of Ne"t>T Hampshire is lim;i.ted due to the follm·:ring con-
ditions: first, there is no way of measuring the accuracy 
of the list of supervising principals used. It may be pos-
sible that a teaching principal answered the questionnaire 
and failed. to state on the instrument that he taught part 
or Rll of the day. In this case his data might have been 
used. Second, a more accurate picture might hDve been 
realized if more instruments had been returned and used in 
the data. No bl3nket follov:r-up letter was 'ent and no method 
of coding ~7 as used for individual follow-up. The study, 
the ref ore, was entirely dependent on the cooperation of the 
principals in returning the instruments. Third, items on 
the instrument might have had different meanings to indi vid-
dual principals. More accurate and clearer wording o.f the 
items in the instrument would have aided in alleviating this 
.. 
condition. Fourth, there is no way of checking to see if the 
principals do all that they· say they do. The instrument was 
dependent on the honesty ~rith which the principal filled 
out the instrument. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
A· study could be made "t-Jhich had an instrument for the 
teachers similar to the one given to the principals. Both 
the principal and the teachers -.;.;rorking with him would fill 
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out the instrument anonymously. In this way the responses 
of the teachers could be checked against the responses of the 
principal. This would show ~qhether the te£tcl1.ers felt the 
principal was doing all the things he claimed. 
A study could be made to see if the topics teachers 
feel are v10rthy of spending time on in teachers' meetings 
coincide with the topics their principals would like to 
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PART I 
1. How many teachers are there on your faculty? •••••••••.••••.•.••.••••••••••.•.. 
2. How often do you try to have facult.y meetings? ••••••••• ••• •••••••••••••••••••• 
J. How ma~ meetings are planned for the rest oi the year? •• · ••.•.•••••••••••••••• 
4. How ma~ meetings~ye you had so far this year? ••.•.••••••.•••••• , •.••••••••• 
What is the average length of y,our meetings? 
••• .. •••o•••••••o••••••••••••••••••• 
Comments: 
6. Please circle the letter of the statement below you feel is the overall attitude 
of your fqculty toward meetings. 
a. Enthusiastic toward meetings. 
Any further comment? 
b. Generally interested in meetings. 
c. Tolerate meetings when necessary. 
d. Actively dislike meetings. 
Other general attitude (state): 
YES NO 




If yes, what has made it so? 
a. A long school ~·····•••••••·········•••o• 
b. A crowded calendar ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c. Transportation problems •••••••••••••••••••• 
d. Meetings must come after school••·r•••••••• 
e. Teachers' attitudes toward meetings •••••••• 
Other difficulties? (please specif.r) 
f. • ••• 0 ••••••••• 0 0 ••••••••• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••• 
g. . ....... . 0 0. 0 0 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 •••• 0 0 ••• 0 ••• 
Write any comm~nt ~: 
8. Schools vary greatly in wha.t is taken up in faculty meetings. Please circle 






















Hot lunch program 
Parent conferences 
Playground problems 
_._ m. P. T .A. plans 
n. Repo.,rt cards 
o. Safety patrol 
_ , p. Salaries 
q. School budget 
r. Teachers' duties 
s. Transportation 
t. Use of library 
u. Working ccnditions 
Others ( specify): 
v. 
Wo 
oo oo •••oooooooooo 
. 
oooooooooooooooooo 
9. Please check("~ those of he above on wh;ch no appreciable time has been spent. 
AJ:r:r comment you want to make? · 
- ----
.. 
Good l That page is now done. Willing to go on?.' 
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PART II 
Has the attitude of the present facult,r, the conditions present in the school 
s.rstem, or the plans made, allowed the following in faculty meetings? 
1. Have an agen~ for each meeting? •••..••••...••••••••• •• •••• • •••••• 
2. Encourage all staff members to sub¢ t i terns for the agendat? 
Make the agenda1 available to the staff before the meetings? 
4. Provide opportunity to revise agenda at the beginning of the 
meeting? •• ~ ....................................................... . 
5. Establish a sahool ~ periodically, .with released time~ that 
provides time for faculty meetings? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o• 
6. Have the staff help in establishing a specific time for the 
faculty meetings? ••..............................................• 
7. Provide enough time in meetings for the group to think problems 
throu.gb? • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . • . • • . • •.••••.•••••••.•••. 
8. Provide opportunity for some rela.."tation time at the staff meetings? 
9~ Hold meetings in informal surroundings with fqce-to-face seating 
arrangement? • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
10. Have a flexible furniture arrangement that will permit meeting 
to break into small groups when desirable? ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11~ Focus staff meetings on consideration of p oposed improvements in 
the program and persistent problems? •••••·····••••••••••••••••••• 
YES NO 
Please circle the numbers of any of the above which you think will be easier 
• to do in the futureman have been true in the past. 
WM.art makes you think so? 
- - -
.. 
Keep up the good work. Only eleven more to go. 
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PART III 
Does the attitude of the faculty allow you to do the following in discussions 
during your meetings, or does the business of the faculty meetings not require 
these methods? 
1. Establish a free, permissive, informal 
atmosphere? ••••••••• 0 0 ••••••••• 0 •••••• 000000 0 000 
2. Clarify the issue under discussion? • • •••••••••••• 
3. 
4. 
Keep the group on the issue? 
Summarize from time to time? 
. ............ ...... . 
.... ......... .. ... .. 
5. Draw out less articulate members of the staff? •• 
6. Use statements of position as the basis for 
determining group agreement or disagreement? .. .. 
7• Get group to state areas of agreement? •••••• •• •• 
8. Spend major portion of time seeking ways of get-
ting more agreement in areas still in dispute? 
9. Have a record of discussion flow to use in 
evaluating your leadership techniques? •••••••••• 
10. State conclusions reached at the meeting and the 
agr~ements as to responsibilities accepted? ••••• 
11. Spend the necessary time in examjning with the 
staff the functions of participants in a group 






Please circle the numbers of any of the above which you think will be easier 
to do in the future~an have been true in the past. 
What makes you~~? 
If you want a summary of the results we will have to have some address here • 
. . 
THANK YOU. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
To the Elementary Principals of New Hampshire: 
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332 Bay State Road 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
One of the pieces of research being undertaken in the Seminar on Elementary 
School Administration at Boston University this year under the direction of 
w. Linwood Chase is on teachers' meetings in New Hampshire schools. The 
enclosed questionnaire is sent to you in the hope that you can find a few 
minutes to check your answers and possibly make a few comments. 
The questionnaire does ·not refer to conferences, workshops, and facult.y 
meetings held prior to tlle first day of school last, fall. The questionnaire 
does refer to faculty meetings conducted since the beginning of school in 
September. 
The· project is concerned with re~ponses from supervising principals mainly. 
So, if information has been faulty and you are a teaching principal, would 
you please put & note on the questionnaire stating how much teaching you do. 
We know there is wide variation in the matter of teachers' meetings in any 
~tate. Sometimes the situation is such that it seems impossible to have 
them. There are principals who question the value of teachers' meetings. 
No matter what your situation or opinion we hope you will return the question-
naire in the enclosed envelope. We depend on your· answer to help give us 
~ proper picture in New Hampshire. Since we do not ask for your name we 
ha.ve no way of following up those who do not answer. Obviously, every 
returned questionnaire is an important one for every one not sent back hurts 
the validity of the stuqy. 
Can you find the time to do this in the next three or four days? Thank you 
for your cooperation. 
Cordially yours, 
The Teachers' Meetings Project 
• 
APPENDIX B• 
SUMHARY OF THE INDIVIDUAL REPORTS 
I 
OF ·FOR'l"f-NlNE PRINCIPALS 
.APPENDIX B 
SUMHARY OF TEE INDIVIDUAL REPORTS 
OF FORTY-NINE PRINCIPALS 
Principal No. 1 
Principal No. 1 is the leader of two faculties; one of 
ten teachers. and one of four teachers.. He plans to conduct 
his one hour long teachers' meetings once a month. During 
this school year his teachers have met three times to discuss 
curriculum,. 'homework, and teachers • duties, while no amount 
of time has been spent on parent conferences, salaries, work-
ing conditions, or transportation. Since the schools have no 
auditoriums or libraries there has been no discussion along 
those lines. Though the teachers are generally interested in 
the meetings, educational courses, after-school activities, 
and after-school meetings seem to be problems in scheduling. 
Although the principal provides an agenda it is not available 
before the meeting. This principal claims to establish a 
free, permissive, infpnnal atmosphere, but does not have an 
informal seating arrangement. 
Principal No. 2 
Principal No. 2 leads a city-school faculty of ten 
teachers. He has held meetings seven or eight times this 
year but only when questions arose that called for discussion; 
meaning that no set time or number has been established. 
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His faculty is generally interested in the meetings and 
there are no difficulti~s in scheduling. The teachers have 
discussed building procedures, curriculum, discipline, 
grading paperS f SSfet'y patrol f and teacherS I dUtieS • This 
principal provides an agenda to which the teachers may sub-
mit items. 'fhe teachers are "invited" to ask questions and 
are arranged informally when nec~ssary. Clarifying the 
issue, keeping on the ~ubject, ~summarizing, and concluding 
seem to be ha:bits of this leader. He also attempts to get 
ideas from less articulate members to establish group 
agreements. It is generally felt that the meetings in this 
school are successful and helpful to the item under discuss-
ion. It would appear to thew ri ter that more could be 
accomplished if a planned program o~ meetings was estab-
lished. 
Principal No. 3 
This principal has meetings semi-monthly for his 
fourteen teachers, usually of an hour to an hour and a half 
in length, and finds his teachers generally interested. 
Meetings are difficult to schedule a~ times because of ex-
tension courses. They have discussed curriculum, parent 
conferences, and the safety patrol. He provides time to 
revise his agenda if necessary and solicits topics for it. 
When possible he has the staff help in deciding the time 
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for the meetings and plans to improve on this. He does feel 
stacements of position to determine agreement are not re-
quired and does not spend time getting more agreement. He 
does not examine functions of participation in a group dis-
cussion but plans impre9ement here. 
Principal No. 4 
The ten teachers under Principal No. 4 have one 
meeting scheduled every mon~h with others called when nec-
essary. These meetings last for three hours on the average. 
The principal. feels the·teachers' attitude is somewhere be-
tween tolerating meetings when necessary and generally in-
terested in meetings. Thew ri ter feels this is due partly 
to the topics on which the most time has been spent. These 
are building procedures, playground problems, and teachers' 
duties. The principal recognizes, however, more time is 
needed in focusing on consideration of proposed improvements 
in the program and persistent problems. This principal 
finds meetings difficult to schedule due to a long school 
day, transportation problems, after-school meetings, and 
teachers who have homes and children. These difficulties 
arise even though they get an hour once every month as re-
leased time for the faculty meetings. Principal No. 4 has 
an agenda, solicits suggesti.ons, gets it to the teachers 
before the meeting, and sometimes, allm-Js revisions. ~-J'iyh 
meetings three hours in length time is still not found to 
allow the group to think problems through, but time for 
relaxation is· given. It. is felt summarizing is not re-
quired. Apparently time is takan to seek agreements but 
the principal claims time is not was ted. No record of 
discussion.f'low for evaluation is kept but the principal 
feels it probably should be. It is felt that time to 
examine the functions .. of participants in a group is not 
required. 
Principal No. 5 
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Under Principal No~ 5 meetings are held weekly for 
one hour. No problems in scheduling are found and interest 
in the meetings runs high. Most of the time has been spent 
discussing the curriculum, discipline, and grouping. No 
relaxation is taken because interest is too high. No record 
of discussion flow for evaluation is kept. No time has been 
used to examine the functions of participants in a group 
discussion because the meetings .have been so operative, 
according to the principal. He intends to improve this. 
Principal No. 6 
This principal has two schools with a combined 
faculty of sixteen teachers. Only three meetings have been 
held this year and no others are scheduled because he feels, 
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"Teachers w~nt to be told not asked". He admits his teach-
ers only tolerate meetings when necessary and has found 
them difficult to schedule because they must come after 
school and because teachers have other duties. Building 
procedures, discipline, safety patrol, and teachers• duties 
have been discustied. No provisions of any kind are made 
for an agenda. This principal claims to establish a free, 
permissive, informal ?tmosphere, but the facts and attitudes 
presented do not _prove this! 
Principal No. 7 
The fourteen members of the faculty under Principal 
No. 7 hold.meetings once a month for thirty minutes. No 
problems are foun~ in scheduling meetings, although the 
.. , ~ , ... , 
principal feels the te,nchers are only tolerant of meetings 
when necessary. Released time for meetings is not given 
and the staff does not help in establishing a time for the 
meetings. The topics discussed have been building proced-
ures, the curriculum, and P.T.A. plans. An agenda is used 
properly, relaxation time is provided, problems are thought 
thro~~h, and good furniture arrangements are used. Pro-
posed improvements and persistent problems are considered 
and even more improvement is planned. The principal feels 
a free, permissive, infonn.al atmosphere, keeping the group 
on the issue, summarizing, getting agreement, recording 
discussion flow, and discussing functions of participants 
in a group are not required. The only improvement men-
tioned ~vas using statements of·· position as the basis for 
detennining group agreement or disagreement. 
·Principal No. 8 
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Principal No. 8 has a faculty of eighteen teachers. 
He holds meetings once a month for forty minutes. He feels 
his teachers are generally interested in the meetings. 
Principal No. 8 has found meetings difficult to schedule 
because of~ a crowded school .calendar and after-school meet-
ings. Reledsed time for faculty meetings has not been given, 
yet the staf'f is not allow·ed to help in establishing a time 
for faculty meetings. This year they have spent most of 
the time discussing building procedures, the curricul~, and 
teachers' duties.· The principal provides an agenda with 
teacher-subrri.itted items but does not make it available be-
fore the meeting, or allow a revision. Time is taken to 
think problems through, but no· relaxation time is allov1ed. 
A face-to-face seating arrangement is not utilized even 
though a flexible furniture arrangement is possible to 
break into groups. This principal feels clarifying issues, 
summarizi~,getting all members to contribute, and deter-
mining agreements are not required. Keeping a record of 
discussion flow and examining functions of group participants 
is not done. 
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Principal No. 9 
The seven teachers un~r :fJrincipal No. 9 meet every 
t"t-lo weeks for twenty-five minutes aJ\(i show general interest 
in meetings. No.difficulty in scheduling is found, even 
thoueh there is no released t~e for faculty meetings. 
Building procedures and the curriculum have been the main 
topics of discussion. An agenda is used.' and" revised before 
the meeting but is not ;:;iven to the-teachers before han(L. 
A face-to-face se,0.ting arrangement is use<i. but is not flex-
ible enough to break into small groups. Clarifying issues, 
stating areas of agreement and stating conclusions reached 
are the only group discussion techniques used. This prin-
cipal feels all the others are not required. 
Princ:'"_pal No. 10 
The seven members of the faculty under Principal No. 
10 meet regularly once a month and have other-meetings if 
they are needed. 11eetings usually last about an hour. No 
difficulty in scheduling is found and there is no time re-
leased fort eacher' s meetings. The most time has been spent 
discussing assembly progrnm.s t audio-visual aids' build:i. ng 
procedures, the curriculum., discipline, playground problems, 
report cards, teachers' duties, and working conditions. 
Hany other topics are taken up with individuals and groups 
as needed. This principal appears to conduct a ~~ell-
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planned teacher-and-problem-centered faculty meeting. He 
states that the small group allows establishment of ex-
cellent rapport, free discussion and cooperation at meetings. 
Principal No. 11 
Principal No. 11 has fifteen teachers. He holds 
regular monthly meetings and more if necessary, usually an 
hour in length. With an enthusiastic attitude shown by his 
teachers he finds no diffi~ulty in scheduling meetings, even 
without rele2sed time. Building procedures, the curricul~, 
and parent conferences have been discussed most frequently. 
The principal feels that a face-to-face seating arrangement, 
flexible enough to allow small groups, is not possible. He 
feels that summarizing, stating areas of agreement, using 
the discussion flow technique for evaluation, and examining 
the functions of participants in a group discussion are not 
required. This principal does not draw out less articulate 
members of his faculty nor does he state agreements as to 
the responsibilities accepted. 
Principal No. 12 
This principal has only seven faculty members. He 
has no planned program for teachers' meetings and had had 
only one meeting ~.vhich. lasted an hour and a half. He plans 
only two more for the ,rest of the year, even though he finds 
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no difficulty in scheduling so few meetings. Still, he feels 
his teachers are generally inter~sted in the meetings. When 
he had the meeting they di~cussed the curricul~,report 
cards,·and teachers' duties. Apparently he made no plans 
fort he meeting as he answered none of the questions in 
Part II of the questionnaire. He does not keep the group 
on the issue nor discuss functions of group participants. 
He feels getting agreement in areas of dispute and keeping 
a record of discussion flow are not required. 
Principal No. 13 
Principal No. 13 has faculty meetings only when it is 
neeessary. He has no planned program of meetings for his 
seven teachers. vfuen they do meet as a faculty, which had 
been tlLree times at the time of making out the instrument, 
they lasted for nearly an hour. He finds some difficulty 
in scheduling teachers' meetings because of a crowded cal-
endar, meetings that must come after school, parent confer-
ences, make-up 'tvork with children, e;xtension courses, and 
teacher appointments. With all these difficulties no re-
leased time has been allmved for the faculty meetings. When 
they had their meetings building procedures, homevTork, and 
report cards were discussed. This principal apparently 
plans well for the meetings, that they do have, with the 
exception of allowing agenda revision at the start of the 
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meeting. This principal claims more meetings are not needed, 
as most of the teachers meet in the teacher's room for 
lunch and discuss all of their problems then. They have 
found it necessa~; to keep a notebook on what was discussed 
so that the tea9hers who wer~ on duty are kept informed of 
vThat took place. Tlus does not appear to be a situation in 
which every member would be able to give his opinion on all 
topics discussed. It is interesting to note that this 
principal says that keeping a record of discussion flo"YT for 
evaluation is not required, even though the faculty note-
book is in essence this very thing. 
Principal No. 14 
This person is the leader of a fifteen member faculty 
and holds monthly meetings, which last an hour. Faculty 
interest in the meetings is generally good. Some difficulty 
is found in scheduling meetings due to a crowded calendar 
and after-school meetings, because no released time is pro-
vided. Host of the time has been spent on building proced-
ures, the curriculuw,and report cards during the discussion 
sessions. This principal appears to plan lus meetings well. 
}~ holds his meetings in a face-to-face seating arrangement 
but does not have it flexible to break into small groups. 
He appears to use good discussion techniques, but feels 
determining agreement and spending time getting more agree-
ment are not required. He does not use a record of dis-
cussion flow to evaluate his leadership. 
I 
Principal No. 15 
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Principal No. 15 leads an eighteen member faculty 
and holds meetinr;s twice every month for an hour to an hour 
and a half. He finds a crm~ded calendar and after-school 
meetings makescheduling difficult. Released time for 
faculty meetings is not given in this school. On the whole 
he feels that the teachers are generally interested in the 
meetings. Discussion at the meetings has focused on the 
curriculum and the·school.budget. Good planning is evident 
at his meetings with the exception of the seating arrange-
ment. r~ does not have a face-to-face seating arrangement 
nor one that is flexible enough to break.up into small 
groups. He plans to make improvements on these .in the near 
future. He does not use statements ofposition to deter-
mine agreement, or spend time getting ~ore agreement in 
areas of dispute, but he f eels that he does ·get .:the group 
to state the areas of agreement, 'I'his principal,feels .that 
drawing out less articulate members of the staff is not 
required. 
Principal No. 16 
The twenty-one teachers under Principal No. 16 have 
meetings every month which last an hour. They appear to be 
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generally interested in the meetings. Some difficulty in 
scheduling has been experienced ·beea~se of a crowded cal-
endar. Released time has not been granted for faculty 
meetings. Building proce.dures, the curriculum, and teachers' 
duties have taken up most of the time at these meetings. 
This princ~pal plans well for his meetings and uses an 
agenda with teacher-submitted topics, but does not give any 
opportunity for revising it at the beginning of the meeting. 
Good discussion techniques are used with three exceptions: 
he does not keep the group on the issue, keep a record of 
discussion flot-T to use in evaluation, or spend time exam-
ining functions of participants in a group discussion. 
Principal No. .i. 7 
The si:::c teachers under Principal No. 17 holds two 
meetings every month for thirty to thirty-five minutes. 
This principal reports teacher interest to be general and 
finds no difficulties in scheduling, even uithout released 
t~e. In their meetings most of the discussion time has 
been spent on audio-visual aids, building procedures, the 
curriculum, discipline, field trips, the hot lunch .program, 
parent conferences, playground probl~s, P,T.A. plans, report 
cards and tenchers' duties. Hembers of the staff are en-
couraged to submit items for an a~enda and are allowed to 
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revise it, but they are not given the agenda before the 
meetings. Time for relaxation is not tal~n at these short 
meetings. A face-to-face seating arrangement is used at 
the meetings • but is not flexible enough to break up into 
smaller groups. Possibly this would not be necessAry with 
a faculty of six. 1bis principal claims to use all of the 
ci.iscussion techniques which were listed on the questionnaire. 
Principal No. 18 
This principal holes meetings with his sixteen teach-
ers once every month for thirty minutes. He finds no dif-
ficulty in scheduling the meetings and finds the teachers 
generally interested in the meetings. :Host of the discus----
sion time has been spent on building procedures, discipline, 
. . . 
and playground problems •. The only plans and provisions this 
principal malr.es for the meetings are to have an agenda for 
himself! In the future he plans to encourage teacher-sub-
mitted agenda items and make it available before the meetings. 
He also plans to hold meetings in a flexible face-to-face 
seating arrangement which will allow the meeting to break 
up into groups. This principal feels that he does establish 
a free, permissive, informal atmosphere, clarify the issue, 
keep the group on the topic, and surnm2rize from time to time. 
He does not try to draw out less articulate members of the 
staff. This principal r~ported no attitude or requirements 
for any other discussion techniques. 
~· ' 
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Principal. No. 19 
Principal No. 19 holds a one hour teachers meeting 
once a month for his fourteen teachers. He feels the teach-
ers are generally interested in the meetings and finds no 
difficulty in scheduling them. Most of their discussion 
' time has centered around playground problems, report cards, 
and teachers• duties. Principal No. 19 has an agenda, en-
courages suggestions fort he agenda, makes it available be-
fore the meetings, and provides an opportunity for its 
revision. Hov1ever, he does not have the staff help in estab-
lishing a specific time for the meetin~;s. This principal 
feels that none of the discussion techniques are required in 
his situation! 
Principal No. 20 
Principal No. 20 is the leader of thirteen teachers, 
He holds meetings once a w eek for grades one, two, and three; 
and once a week for grades four, five and six. These meet-
ings usually last for an hour and a half. He feels that the 
teachers are generally interested in meetings but reports, 
"This staff is a group of old~r, married teachers and it has 
taken time to encourage meetings but progress has been slow.n 
Principal No. 20 finds no problem in scheduling meetings 
because "A schecl.ule of meetings was handed to teachers at 
our first meeting in the fall and I explained the responsi-
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bility--asked teachers to reserve dates on meeting days." 
Host of the time of their teachers' meetiJJgs -~s been s~rtt 
on curriculum-"We are tvo:r.king on our Language Arts program·, 
,{ . 
·Homework, ,we are trying to set up union standards,'' and 
teachers' duties." Principal No. 20 has an agenda, and makes 
it available to the staff before the meeting, but does not 
encourage items to be submitted fort he agenda, or provide 
for its revision. He does not have released time for faculty 
meetings and s ays, "I like this but \•7e are in New Ha."Upshire!" 
In reference to teachers responsibilities this prin-
cipal says, "Some teachers in every school would come to the 
building five minutes before school and leave five minutes 
after closing--These are the problems and non-professionals 
--School boards, and comniittees should remove this group at 
earliest possible time and education and educators would make 
giant strides." .. , -
."During salary revision period the responSibility of 
teachers to the ·sChool, children administration, and tax 
payers should ·be given an • airing 1 and call a 'spade a spade.'.". 
This pri. ncipal does not use statements of position 
. ' 
to detennine group agreement and· does not spend time getting 
more agreemen~, but plarts to improve in these areas. He 
also plans improvement in establishing a free, permissive, 
informal atmosphere; keeping the group on the issue; and 
·.• 
gett~ng group to state areas of agreement. In reference to 
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this he says, "I feel that workil'{; with older teachers that 
are 'captive' and plan to be here until retirement is a big 
job for a new or younger person to overcome, but after the 
group sees that you are trying to improve the s choo~, con-
ditions, etc. they will give you the desired reactions--
Time is important. 11 
Principal No. 21 
Principal No. 21 holds meetings for his eight teachers 
every two weeks. These usually last for an hour and fifteen 
minutes. He does not have released time for the teachers' 
meetings. This principal feels his teachers only tolerate 
meetings when they are m cessary. He finds meetings diffi-
cult to scheaule because the meet.;i.ngs must come after school. 
They have spent time discussing the curriculum, homework and 
teachers' ~ties. Principal No. 21 says he does not have 
an agenda for each meeting yet he claims he encourages 
members to submit items and make~ it available to the staff 
before the meetings. This principal uses many discussion 
techniques, but fails to· ~e s~atements of position to 
determine group agreement;, spend time seeking ways of getting 
more agreement; and to record discussion flow to use in 
evaluating leadership techniques. 
Principal No. 22 
Principal No. 22 is the leader of three sChools. Two 
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of them are K-6 elementary schools and the third is a grade 
seven and eight junior high. He has one general meeting, 
one K-6 meeting and one seven-and-eight meeting every month. 
Usually these meetings last for an hour and a half. He has 
' 
not obtained released time for the faculty meetings. He 
feels the teachers are generally interested in the meetings. 
No difficulty in scheduling the meetings is found because, 
tiThe days of the meetings were announce:d in September. Other 
activities planned around the meetings." Most of the dis-
cussion has been on the curriculum, report cards and teachers' 
duties. Outside speakers have been utilized. Principal No. 
22 plans to improve on making the agenda available before 
meetings and having the staff help in establishing a time 
for the meetings. In reference to these he states, "I plan 
to have a staff committee help plan teachers' meetings next 
year." He also plans improvements in having a flexible 
furniture arrangement and focusing staff meetings on con-
sideration of proposed improvements because," Hith a large 
staff (fifty-four next year) it is frequently necessary to 
meet in small special groups~" Although this principal feels 
he does note stablish a free, permissive, informal atmosphere, 
and does not draw out less articulate members of the staff 
he plans improvement in these areas, and says, nThe size of 
the staff limits discussion. <Many of the less articulate 
members hesitate to speak out. More small group discussion 
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will be encouraged." A failing of this principal is that 
he does not spend time seeking ways of getting agreement, 
have a record of discussion flow to use in evaluating his 
leadership techniqties, state conclusions reached, and the 
responsibilities accepted, or spend time in examining the 
functions of participants in a group discussion. 
Principal No. 23 
This principal leads a staff of twenty-nine teachers. 
These te~chers have met only three times this year for one 
half hour. A long school day, meetings and the fact that 
the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades are dismissed before 
grades one through five are given as reasons for meetings 
being difficult to schedule. There is no released time 
for meetings even though there are many difficulties. All 
of these factors probably ex!'lain why the teachers only 
tolerate meetings when necessary. although the principal 
reports that the teachers help establish a time for the 
meetings. 
At the few, short meetings they have discussed build-
ing procedures, hot lunch program and play ground problems. 
The principal states, "We have advisory groups which meet 
whenever the teachers or principal wishes to call a meeting." 
Principal No. 23 provides his agenda before the meetings 
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with staff-submitted items. Time is provided for revision 
of the agenda, and ample thinking time provided for problems 
during the problem-improvement-focused meetings. The meet-
ings are held in a free, permissive, informal atmosphere with 
time for relaxation. The group does not use face-to-face 
seating but can break up into small groups. This principal 
clarifies the issue, keeps group on the issue, summarizes from 
time to time, draws out less articulate members, uses state-
ments of position to detennine agreement or disagreement, 
gets group to state areas of agreement, and states conclusions. 
He does not keep a record of discussion flow or examine func• 
tions of group participants. He feels that seeking more 
agreement in areas in dispute is not required. There is no 
indication of improvements that will be made in this case, 
when there seems to be need of s orne immediately. 
Principal No. 24 
The staff of nineteen teachers under this principal 
meet "at least once a month" for one to one and one half 
hours. They have at wenty minute "coffee rest" before the 
meeting&. There is no difficulty in scheduling the meetings 
even without released time, because the teachers have helped 
establish a specific time for meetings. The teachers have 
been generally interested in the six meetings held this year, 
and have discussed curriculum and discipline ("teaching") 
most of the time. The agenda, with items submitted by the 
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staff is "usually" available before the meetings. There is 
no opportunity for revision and the principal feels there is 
no need for improvement. The meetings are held in a free, 
permissive atmoshphere with face-to-faee seating. 'l'he meet-
ings are focused on improvements and problems. Providing 
time to think problems through and furniture arrangement for 
small group discussion were not .answered. This principal 
said, referring to Part III, "I find this page hard to do as 
I couldn't seem to read the introductory question. Hope my 
ansv;rers aren't misleading." He feels he clarifies the issue, 
keeps the group on the issue, summarizes from time to time, 
getc; g;oup to state areas oc agre~ent, and states conclu-
sions. He does not use statements of position to determine 
agreement or disagreement, seek to get more agreement in areas 
in dispute, or keep a record of discussion flovT. This prin-
cipal feels that drawing out less articulate members and 
examining the functions of group participants is not required. 
Since the question was not completEly understood by this 
principal, it may be the reason why he did not show any need 
for improvement. 
Principal No. 25 
Principal No. 25 leads a staff of seven full-time 
teachers and one part-time teacher. They meet once a month 
for one hour. The teachers are generally interested in the 
meetings and tbe meetings are not difficult to schedule. 
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In the five meetings held this year, they have discussed 
curriculum, parent conferences and the school budget. They 
hnve spent no apprediable time on assembly programs, extr~­
curricular activities, field trips, salaries, transportation, 
library uses or working conditions. Part II of the ~uestion­
nQire was not completed by this principal. A free, permissive, 
informal atmosphere is established for the staff meetings. 
The principal clarifies the issue, keeps the group on the 
issue, summarizes from time to time and draws out less 
articulate members. He gets the group to state areas of 
agreement and states conclusions reached. The other discuss-
ion techniques were not answered. There were no responses 
as to improvements and apparently this principal thought 
there was no need for any, because he states, "Our meetings 
seem to run very smoothly." 
Principal No. 26 
Twice a month for one hour Principal No. 26 meets 
with his seventeen teachers. There is no released time for 
meetings but there is no difficulty in scheduling. About 
half of the teachers are generally interested in the meet-
ings, while the other half tolerate t~em when necessary. 
This principal showed that there had been no great amount of 
time spent on any of the listed topics. No appreciable time 
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had been spent on auqio-visual aids, curriculum or discipline. 
Before the meetines the principal provides an agenda and 
permits revisions. The meetings are held informally with 
face-to-face seating and a time for relaxation. The seating 
arrangement does not permit the meet:Lngs to break into small 
groups. The meetings are focused on improvements and problems 
and the staff has time to think problems through. Principal 
No. 26 feels he can improve on using staff-submitted items 
and letting the staff help establish a time for meetings. 
This principal feels he uses all the discussion techniques 
except examining functions of group participants which is 
not required. He feels it will be easier in the future to 
establish a free, permissive, informal atmosphere, keep the 
group on the issue and draw out less articulate members. Ee 
explains it by saying, "Keeping a group of teachers on the 
issue in an informal atmoshphere is quite a job. ~ve examine 
from time to time our meeting procedure, so this might help 
our discussion to improve.n 
Principal No. 27 
Principal No. 27 meets once a month for forty-fi.ve 
minutes with his eighteen teachers. Even without released 
time there is no difficulty in scheduling meetings in which 
the teachers are generally interested. They have discussed 
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building procedures, extracurricular activities and teachers' 
duties. No appreciable time was spent on salaries. This 
principal has an agendn with staff-submitted items. "At 
times" the agenda is available before the meetings and may 
be revised at the beginning of the meeting. The meetinr;s are 
held in a free permissive, informal atmosphere with face-to-
face seating. The furniture can be moved for small group 
discussion G.nd time is provided for relaxation. The teachers 
have a chance to establish a specific time for meetings. 
Their meetings are focused on improvements and problems and 
ample time is provided to think through the problems dis-
cussed. This principG.l clarifies the issue, s~~arizes from 
time to time, gets group to state areas of agreement and 
states conclusions. He does not seek to get more agreement 
and feels that statements of position for determining agree-
ment or disagreement, keeping a record of discussion flm~, 
and examining the functions of group participants are not 
required. .The questiop., ''Draw out :less arti-culate members- of 
the staff ;• was not ans~vered. There was no indicntion of 
planned improvements or of any technique being easier in the 
future. 
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Principal No. 28 
Seventeen teachersmeet with Principal No. 28 twice 
a month for about one hour and fifteen minutes. There are 
no difficulties in scheduling, without released time for 
meetings, and tl~ te8chers are generally interested in the 
meetings-Ua couple only tolernte!" The staff does help in 
establishinr; a time for meetings, in fact the "teachers 
requested regular schedule of meetings 1'. They have discussed 
hot lunch progr~, report cards and the use of tl~ library 
this year. This principal provides an agenda before the 
meeting, containing items submitted by the staff, and allows 
revisions. The meetings are held in an informal atmosphere 
~;ith face-to-face seating and time for relaxation. There 
is no opportunity for small group discussions. Ample time 
is provided for thinking through problems and improvements 
on ~·;rhich the meetings are focused. This principal uses all 
of the discussion techniques, except for using stEttements 
of position to determine group agreement or disagreement. 
He h~s "not used techniques 9 and 10 but checked them, as 
the '&:ttitude of the faculty' does allov7 their use." 
Principal No. 29 
Principal No. 29 hcl.S hour long; meetings with his 
sixteen teachers. He meets with the tee..chers of Grades one 
through six, one week and teachers of Grades seven and eieht 
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the next 't·7eek. His teachers are generally interested in 
meetin~s and he finds no difficulty in scheduling, excepting 
seasonal reasons, ie., flu and slipp~ry roads. There is no 
released time. In their twenty meetings they hsve discussed 
curriculum, parent conferences and grouping and individual 
help for children. Principal No. 29 uses an agenda vlith 
staff-subnitted items. The agenda is available before the 
meeting and may be revised. The meeting is held in a free, 
permissive, informal atmosphere with face-to-face seating, 
allmring for small group discussion. Only sometimes is there 
time for relaxation. Since the meetings last "one hour only" 
there isn't always enough time to think problems through. 
"Each teacher has been encouraged to exchange classes for 
short periods, so that they can see and feel the needs of 
classes above and belO't'l their own level of teaching. They 
openly state that they enjoy doing it." This principal 
clarifies the issue, drm-1s out less articulate members, "all 
t2.ke part", uses statements of position to determine agree-
men·t and disagreement, get group to state agreement, and 
st2te conclusions. They do examine func·t:ions of pa:cticipants 
in a group. "He 't<lork as a group, each member is well aware 
of his or hc:r part in the team work required." Four of the 
other questions v1ere not anstvered. 
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Principal No. 30 
Principal No. 30 meets once a month for one half hour 
with his ten teachers. His teachers only tolerate meetings 
when necessary. l•leetings are difficult to schedule because 
the "last buses don't leave until four o'clock, there are 
teachers on duty. Heet::.ngs can't start until after four 
o'clock" and no relce.sed tJJ~,.1e is provided. The teachers 
have discussed building procedures, curTicul~. and teachers' 
duties in their four meetings. This principal has an agenda 
with staff-submitted items bu·t does not make it available 
before the meetings, or give an opportunity for revision. 
The meetj_n~s are held in a free, permissive atmosphere 'trith 
face-to-face sea·ting providing for break up into small group 
discussions. The mee;::ings are focused on consideration of 
~ro~osed improvements and persistent problems and the 
teachers are given time to think these problems through. 
?rinc:Lpal No. 30 takes time to clarify the issue, keep the 
group on the issue and summarizes from time to time. State-
ments of positioa to determine agreement or disagreement, 
getting group to state are2s of agreement and stating 
conclusions are used by th~s principal. He does not draw 
out less articulate members and feels that getting more 
agreement, keeping a record of discussion flow and examining 
f'Qnctions of group participants are not necessary. There 
was no indication of future improvements on any of these items. 
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Principal No. 31 
The thirty teachers working with this principal meet 
once a month for one hour. These te:>chers are generally 
interested in meetings but meetings are difficult to schedule 
because of a crow<ilec:[ calendar and no released time is 
provided. The staff helps establish a time for the meetings 
which are focused on improvements and problems. At the five 
meetings this year they have discussed building procedures, 
eurrieul~and P.T.A. plans. Principal No. 31 uses an agenda 
only. sometimes and does not use any other condition pertaining 
to the an-enda. His meetinrs are held in a free, pennissive, 
informal atmosphere ~vith face-to-face seating and flexible 
furniture arrangement for small group discussion. All of 
the discussion techniques are used by this principal, except 
seeking ways of getting more agreement in areas in dispute 
and. keeping a record of discussion flow. There v1as no 
indication of improvement on any of the items in the 
questionnaire •. 
Principal No. 32 
Principal No. 32 meets with his eighteen teachers 
twice a month for about one hour. He finds transportation 
problems and that meetings must come after school malre 
meetings difficult to schedule. This probably accounts for 
the te.::1che:r·s only tolerating meetings when necessary. Re-
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leased time for meetings ~ght change this. These tenchers 
' have discussed curriculum, discipline and report cards. 
Principal No. 32 uses an age~da wi.th items submitted by the 
staff. The agenda is available before the meetings and may 
be revised. The meetings are held in a free, permissive, 
inform.al atmosphere with face-to-face seating, not flexible 
enough for small group discussion, and a time for relaxation. 
Tlus principal feels that focusing the meetings on improve-
ments and problems, and revising the agenda will be easier 
next year because "the staff is beginning to develop a whole-
some attitude fort he need of program improvement--more in-
terest is being aroused among staff members--a good sign." 
Tlus principal cL:.rifies the issue, keeps the group on the 
issue, "generally" and summarizes from time to time. Drawing 
out less articul.?.te members, using staten1ents of position to 
determine agreement or disagreement or getting group to 
st::~:te areas of agreement are not required for this faculty. 
Principal No. 32 docs not keep a record of discussion flow, 
find uays of getting more agreement in areas in dispute, 
state conclusions, or examine functions of paticipants in a 
group discussion. Dnprovement is planned in keeping a record 
of discussion flow and stating conclusions. 
Principal No. 33 
Every t'tvo ·~·;reeks for ninety minutes Principal No. 33 
meets with his-· siXteen~ teachers. They are generally in-
terested in meetings but difficulties arise because of a 
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long ochoolday· t transportation problems, "buses not out until 
3:45", and meetings must come after school. No released 
time is provided for the meetings. Building procedures, 
curriculum, and salaries, "salary study taking place this 
year" h.::we been discussed. This principal has an agenda 
but does not make it available before the meetings. He 
says he doesn't provide for revision of the agenda yet each 
meeting is opened up for discussion of any teacher's problem." 
Time is provided to think problems through and to have 
relaxation. The meeti~s are held in a free, permissive, 
informal atmosphere "t<rith face-to-face sc.~ting, even though 
there ::_s no ch.::mce for small group discussion. All the 
discussion techni(!ues are used by this princ:I_pal, e:x:cept 
seeking ways of getting more agreement in are.~s in dispute 
and l:ceping a record of clisc1_;.ssion flmv, whlch is not re-
qui reel. 
Principal No. 34 
Princi!_)al No. 34 holds meetings "~;-;ith his thirteen 
teo.chers for nbout ·thirty minutes "whenever the need arises." 
This principal's te2..chers are generaily :·.nterested in the 
meetings a·nd there are no difficulties in scheduling. so it 
·would seem necesso.ry for some planned n'.:mber of meetings in 
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the future, including an attempt to get relensed time. At 
the four short meetings they have had they discussed build-
in~ procedures, curriculum and teachers' duties. Due to 
L::;.ck of planning this principal has no agenda and does none 
of the ac·tivities connected 'tvith it. He does, how-ever, plan 
for rel~:2tion, ~~ve face-to-face seating, flexible furniture 
arranr;ement for small groups and considers improvements and 
problems. Principal No. 34 does not draw out less articulate 
menbers, keep a record of discussion flow, state conclusions 
or examine functions of participants in the group. He feels 
he uses all the other discussion techniques. He did not 
express any improvements for the future. 
Principal No. 35 
Principal No. 35 meets t"\v.ice a mon·th fort wo nnd one 
half hours 'tvith his fourteen teachers. The teachers are 
generally J.nterested in meetinc;s but meetings are difficult 
to schedule because of a crm~dcd calendar and teacl:ers are 
part of a colle~e staff. No released time is provided for 
the meetings. Host of the teachers' meeting time has been 
spent on curriculum and testing. He uses an agenda \vi.th 
staff-submitted items and makes the agenda available before 
the meetings. He does not prov:~.de an opportunity for revi-
sion of the agenda, or haVe the staff help in establishing 
a time for meetin~s, and he does not plan improvement on 
these. The meetings are ~eld in a free, perr"ussive, 
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informal atmosphere, "depending on meetin-:·" with face-to-face 
seating and flexible furniture arransement for small group 
discussion. 'l'ime is given to think through problems. The 
meetings are focused on improvements and problems and he 
thinks this tvill be easier in the future. Principal No. 35 
uses the discussion techniques, e..--ccepting keeping a record 
of discussion flow and examining the functions of participan·ts 
in the discussion. 
Principal No. 36 
Principal No. 36 meets with his eleven teachers for 
an hour to an hour and one-half each month. The te'.::chers 
are generally interested in meetings and there is no diffi-
culty in scheduling, without released time. Building pro-
cedures, curriculum, report cards and marking, and the test-
in~ program have been discussed in their meetings. This 
principal provides all the listed conditions for his meet-
in::s, except providing enough time to think through problems. 
He feels he will-be able to improve on this because "I will 
hnve more time avc:dl:1.ble myself because my work load is 
heing decreased." He uses all the discussion techniques, 
except getting more a~reement in areas in dispute and keep-
ing a record of discussion flow, tvhich is not required. 
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Principal No. 37 
The tw·elve tenchers -vrorking with Principal No. 37 
meet every two weeks for seventy-five minutes. Even though 
the teachers are generally interested in the meetings there 
is difficulty in scheduling because of a long school day, 
a crowded school calendar, and meeti~~;s must come after 
school. Even with these difficulties there is no released 
time. Building procedures, cu::·riculum and report cards have 
been discussed the most in the meetings. This principal has 
an agenda, uses staff-submitted items, allo-vrs revisions in 
agenda, has a specific time for meetings, and provides 
relaxation in a free, pennissive atmosphere. His meetings 
center on improvemen::s and problems and he gives time to 
thin1:: these problems through. Prine:' pal No. 37 feels that 
he :Can improve on making the agenda available before the 
meetings and hole_ meet:Lngs "t.vith a face-to-fac-::.:: seating 
arrangement, because of a "change in physical set-upfl. 'I'his 
principal clarifies the issue, summarizes from time to time, 
dravs out less articulate members, gets group to state 
agreement, and states conclusions. Ee does not keep a record 
of discussion flmv-, or examine functions of group participants. 
He feels statements of position to get agreement or disagree-
ment are not required. He did not answer the q ucstion con-
cerning getting more agreement in areas in dispute and shov7S 
no feelin~ of need for improvement. 
Principal No. 38 
Principal No. 38 leads a group of twenty teachers. 
·They meet every two 't-7eeks f o:r- seventy-five minutes. The 
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teachers are generally interested and there is no difficulty 
in scheduling meetings because "necessity for meetings is 
recognized by all", even though after-school meetings ":~make 
a long day". There is no released time for the teachers' 
meetings. The teachers have spent the most time discussing 
building procedures ~1hich include audio-visual aids, dis-
cipline, hot lunch program, teachers' duties and transporta-
l 
tion, curriculum and report cards, and the marking system. 
This principal has an agenda but does not get items submitted 
by the staff, make agenda availeble before meetings, or allow 
revision of agend8. This staff does help in est2blishing a 
time for meetines. A free, permissive, informal atmosphere 
is established at these meetings with relaxation, face-to-
face seating, and a chance for breaking into small groups for 
discussion. The staff meetings are focused on improvements 
in the program, and problems. This principal clarifies the 
issue, keeps group on the issue, draws out less articulate 
members, and uses statements of position to determine agree-
ment or disagreement, and stQtes conclusions. Summarizing 
from time to time 't·ms not anmvered anc the remaining dis-
cussion techniques v7ere checl~ed as not required. 
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Pr:~ncipal No. .39 
Pr:Lncipal ".No. 39 meets every two weeks for one a.nd 
one half hours \vith his teachers who are ~enerally interested 
in the meetings. There is no difficulty in scheduling meet-
ings, even v7ithout released time. This faculty has spent 
most of its time on curriculum, parent conferences, play-
sround problems, and report c2.rds. Principal No. 39 has an 
as;enda for the meetings but does not have staff-submitted 
items, make the asenda available before meetings, revise 
the c.~gendt~, or have staff help in establishLl.g a specific 
time for meetings. They do meet in an informal atmosphere 
with flexible furniture arrangement, face-to-face seating, 
and have time for relaxation. This principal clarifies the 
issue under discussion, keeps group on issue, summarizes, 
and states conclusions. He does not use statements of 
position to get agreements, does not keep a record of dis-
cussion flou, e.nd does not examine functions of group 
p::-.. rticipants. :Drm·rino; out less articulate members, get·:.::ing 
group to state agreement, and seeking ways of getting more 
agreement are not required for this principal. 
Frincipal No. 40 
Eleven teachers meet with Principal No. 40 about twice 
a month for an hour. These teachers are generally interested 
in meetings and there is no difficulty in scheduling because 
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cert;Jin days are set aside for meetings, but it is not 
released time. Building procedures, curriculum, and use of 
the library have been discussed at the meetings. This 
princiDal has an agenda with staff-submitted items. He does 
not make the neenda available before the meetings but feels 
he can improve this another yer-.r. There is no provision for 
relaxation-at these meetin;~s and no face-to-face seating 
arran~ement. This principal comments that one meeting 
usually deals ~vi th ndministrati ve problems, the other 'tvi th 
curriculum. He has "ironed out" a host of small problems and 
vlill mak.e:t the agenda more stable next year". Sum.raari~ing 
from time to time, drawing out less articulate staff members 
st~ting conclusions and examining the functions of participants 
in a group discussion are the only discussion techniques used 
by Principal No. 40. He ·does not keep the group on the 
issue and does not get more agreement in disputed areas. He 
feels that a free, pcrrniss:i.ve, informal atmosphere, clarifying 
the issue, and getting group to state areas of agreement are 
not.required. 
Principal No. 41 
Principal No. 41 attempts to meet weekly for one to 
two hours lli th his ten teachers. He finds his teachers are 
generally interest~d in meetings, resulting in no difficulty 
in scheduling, even without released time. Audio-visual aids, 
cu:"·riculum and te,_-chers' duties a~e the subj~cts on which these 
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teachers 8nve spent the most time. This principal has good 
conditions for his meetings, excepting flexible furniture 
arran~cments for small group -.:-1ork. Part III on discussion 
techniques tvas not filled out, giving no idea of the 
techni·~~ues used. 
Principal No. 42 
The twelve teache:~·s lead by Principal No. 42 meet 
monthly for about ninety minutes, without released time. 
The teachers seem to be generally interested which accounts 
for no difficulty in scheduling. This faculty lws spent the 
most tL~e on building procedures, hot lunch program and 
salaries. Principal No. 42 provides an agenda but does not 
ask for stsff submitted items. He does not make agenda 
available before meetings, provide for revision, or use a 
staff established time for meetings. Of these only staff-
• 
submitted i terns 'tvill be easier to do in the future. The 
teachers meet for relaxation before their meetings and are 
arrcnged in a face-to-face seating arrangement, which is 
flexible enough for small group discussions~ This principal 
says th=·.t the meetings do center on improvements and persistent 
problems. This principal uses the discussion techniques, 
exceDt for using statements of position, seeking ways of 
getting more agreement, rcco::·ding discussion flow, and 
spending ·time on examining functions of participants in 
group discussion. 
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Principal No. 43 
This principal has eighteen tenchers under his sup-
ervision and plans to meet with them once a month for thirty 
to forty minutes. He feels his teachers are generally 
interested in the meetings, but finds them difficulty to 
schedule. The reasons are a long school day, meetings must 
come after school, and extension courses. In his teachers' 
meetings most of the time has been spent on discussing 
building procedures, the curriculum, and "tvorking conditions. 
'fhis principal has an agenda and provides opportunity to 
revise it, but does not encourage items to be submitted by 
the teachers or make it available before the meeting. A 
specific time for meetings is est.::blished. This person does 
not provide time for thinking problems through and only allows 
relaxation at the staff meetings sometimes. This principal 
feels that dra"tving out less articulate menbers and spending 
' 
time in getting more o.greement in areas in dispute are not 
required. He docs not keep a record of discussion flow in 
order to evaluate himself. Principal No. 46 did not feel 
any of the activities in Part II or III would be easier 
to do in the future. It appe~rs to thewriter that this 
person does not v7~nt. his te.~chers to help in planning teachers ' 




Principal No. 44 
Principal No. 44 supervises thirteen te::-,chers. He 
holds faculty meetings once a month for an hour and a half. 
Ec finds his teachers r;enerally interested in meeti~s but 
difficult to schedule because of a crmvded calendar and because 
meetings must come after school. No released tir.•e for the 
meetings is given. The topics discussed during his teachers' 
meetings are the curriculum, grading papers, P.T.A. plans, 
report cards, and s ala:rrie.s. This prirc i;)al does nothing 
vrith an agenda and does not allow relaxation time at the 
meetings. This principal feels that drawing out less 
articul2te members and getting agreement in areas in dispute 
are not required. He does not Smlliuarize or keep a record of 
6ir:cusoion flm.; for evaluation. This principal docs not 
seen to feel he needs to improve in any of the above areas, 
ho~:-ever, 
Principal No. 45 
Meetin~s of the twelve faculty members are held monthly 
u 
for an hour or more by this princip,?..l. He feels thnt the 
teachers might be enthusiastic tovr:.rd meetings if they did 
not have to come at the end of the d cy. He feels it is not 
sensible to try to get released time for meetings during the 
school day in Hew :-: -mpshir~, but is "t-lilling to work on 
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improving this condition. This person says th~t meetings 
are difficul~ to schedule because of a long school day, a 
crowded calendar, transportation problems, that meetin::-;s must 
come after school, and because meetings hinge on a central 
office wh.icl-:. does not plan well enough in advance, although 
he has suegested it for thirteen ye,::n:s. The topics discussed 
in his meetings are audio-visual aids, building procedures, 
curriculum, educational television, and clerical records. 
TI1is principal tries to have a well planned meeting and tries 
to have teachers help but feels there is no time to revise 
a~enda at the beginning of a meeting or to break up into 
small groups. Principal No. 45 tries to draw out less artic-
ulate members and new teachers and plans to improve on this, 
but feels "released time for faculty meetings would make it 
easier since we lvould not be so pressed for time. He feels 
it is not required to spend time seeking more agreement or 
examining the functions of participants in a group. He does 
not keep a reco:.·d of discussion flow· for evaluati.on. 'l'his 
or:!.ncipal appears to be a dedic;:..ated person ~7ho has found 
opposition from his superiors in introducing good methods 
and techniques for conCucting <J.nd planning for teachers' 
meetings. 
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Principal No. 46 
Principal No. 46 has no special plan for future m~et­
ings of his sixteen teachers but tries to have one every month. 
These usually last a little more than an hour. He feels 
that the teachers are generally interested in the meetings. 
\ 
Scheduling is hindered because the meetings must come after 
school. Most of the time has been spent discussing the grad-· 
ing of papers, report cards, and the safety patrol. This 
principal has an agenda for his meetings and wants his tea-
chers to submit items, but does not make it available befom 
the meeting or provide time to revise it at the beginning. 
He feels summarizing is not required. Principal No. 46 
avoided answering whether or not he worked with the people 
who said little, or tried to determine group agreement or 
disagreement, or used a record of discussion fQr evaluation, 
or whether he spent time going over the functions of 
participants in a group discu~sion. This person does not 
feel that he will be able to improve on any of these. 
Principal No. 47 
The nine teachers who spend. m·onthly meetings of an 
hour and a half with this principal seem to be generally 
interested in the meetings. The principal has not found 
meetings difficult to schedule because he has been able to 
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establish a school day with released time for faculty meetings. 
So far this year they have discussed the curricul~, repo~t 
cards, and use of the library. In the past this person has 
not encourPged teachers to subinit items fort he agenda, nor 
has he made the agenda available before meetings. However, 
he has made definite plans for improving. He intends to 
assign one meeting to e.ach teacher in order to create great-
er interest, participation,, and_variety at the meetings. 
This person does not keep the group on the issue but intends 
to improve. He does not feel that summarizng or drawing 
out the silent tea.chers is required but again he intends to 
improve. However, he feels determining group agreement is 
not required at all and does not try to get more agreement 
in areas still in dispute. Because this principal says, 11 1 
think my teachers rather look forw2rd to discussing our 
problems and planning the next month's activities," the 
writer feels he could have said the teachers in his 
building are enthusiastic toward meetings. 
Principal No. 48 
This principal holds monthly meetings of an hour for 
the nine teachers on the faculty. He feels the teachers are 
generally interested in the meetings and finds no difficulty 
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in scheduling them even though released time has not been 
established. In their meetings they have discussed the. 
curriculum, report cards, ~nd the safety patrol. This prin-
cip~l does not always have the teachers suggest topics for 
discussion, nor does he provide time to revise the agenda. 
He does use the agenda, though, and tries to make it avail-
able before the meeting. Principal No. 48 tries to keep the 
group on the issue but says .it is impossible sometimes. 
He does not spend time getting agreement in areas still in 
dispute. This person had never-thought of keeping a record 
of discussion flow for ev~luation of himself, but tho~bt 
that it was worth a try and intends to improve on it. 
Principal No. 49 
Principal No. 49 is the leader of a fourteen member 
faculty. He plans meetings for the first and third Thursday 
of the month which lnst for nearly an hour. He admits that 
the interest shown depends on the topics to be discussed and 
that general interest is sho~m for the meetings usually. 
Scheduling has been difficult because of a long day, a crowd-
ed calendar, transportation problems, and that "young teachers 
with young children at home require them to be home soon after 
four o'clock preventing after school meetings." The topics 
discussed this year have been audio-visual aids, curriculum, 
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rep-ort cards, and the use of the library. This principal 
feels the.t allowinc: time to think problems through and for 
relaxation is impossible because meetings must be held to a 
tight schedule from eight to nine in the morning. 
